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Glossary
ABC = Activity-Based Costing 

BPM = Business Process Modelling

Business process = Collection of activities, which takes input and 
generates output that is of value to the customer.

Buttcon = A combination of a push-button and an icon, usually popu
lates the toolbars (Cooper 1995).

Context-menu = A context sensitive menu. A menu that shows the 
most important commands available for the selected context or its sur
roundings. Context-menus are implemented by pop-up menus.

Drop-down menu = A menu that resides on the top-most area of a 
window; often called just a menu.

Excise = Unnecessary tasks that the program requires the user to 
complete and that do not support users’ goals (Cooper 1995).

GUI = Graphical User Interface

IT = Information Technology

Modal dialog box = A dialog box that does not allow the user to pro
ceed without dismissing the dialog box, typically either with an OK or a 
Cancel button.

Modeless dialog box = A dialog box that is not modal, i.e. it allows the 
user to explore other parts of the interface, even though the dialog box 
is open. A modeless dialog box is also called a floating palette, which 
better reflects its actual use.

Monocline grouping = A hierarchy that is restricted to two levels: the 
main level containing the groups, and the second level containing items 
within the groups (Cooper 1995).

Pop-up menu = A menu that appears anywhere on the screen by 
pressing the secondary mouse button (as opposed to a drop-down 
menu).
Toggle buttcon = A buttcon that has two states: pressed and de
pressed, between which the user can alternate by clicking it.

UI = User Interface

UML = Unified Modelling Language

User interface = The part of software that determines how users con
trol and operate the software, i.e. everything that the user can see or 
experience about the software.
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A quote from The Complete Yes Minis
ter: The Diaries of a Cabinet Minister

‘Why do you experts always 
think you are right?’ I en
quired coldly.

‘Why do you think,’ countered 
Sir Wally emotionally, ‘that 
the more inexpert you are, 
the more likely you are to be 
right?’

(Lynn & Jay 1984, p. 267)

An exchange of thought between 
James Hacker, Minister of Adminis
trative Affairs, and Sir Wally McFar
land, the chairman of the British 
Chemical Corporation.
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1 Introduction
Business processes are often large and complex, intertwined with one 
another, crossing organisational and, increasingly more, company 
boundaries. Often business processes have not been deliberately de
signed, but rather form gradually over time by themselves. Therefore, 
they are not known or understood explicitly, but instead, the under
standing of the process is tacit within the people working in the process. 
In order to understand the process and then improve it, business proc
esses need to be modelled.

Systematic improvement and development of processes requires mak
ing them visible and understandable. Business processes are developed, 
improved, and re-engineered in order to increase profits and utility for 
the stakeholders of the processes. However, between the different 
stakeholders, images of a company’s processes are often not consistent. 
To create a common understanding of a business process, we need to 
model it. This is important because then people can properly see their 
place within the organisation, and understand how their work affects 
others in the process. With the new understanding, they can start try
ing to optimise the whole process, not just isolated parts of it.

There are many benefits from modelling business processes. By model
ling, the stakeholders can find out where quality, delays and costs are 
created and how they can be affected. The stakeholders can identify 
and correct problems in interfaces between departments and sub
processes. They can find out where and how real value-adding work is 
done. Modelling also enables them to reduce the lead-time of the proc
esses, which is of paramount importance in the fast-changing, dynamic 
and highly competitive present day’s business environment.

Traditionally, business processes have been modelled on paper by 
drawing sketches, diagrams and charts, resulting in large sheets cov
ering entire walls. Models drawn on paper offer a large resolution and 
can be very detailed. Also the tools: sheets, coloured notes, pens and 
strings, are readily available everywhere.

However, there are problems with hand-drawn models. Viewing large 
paper sheets requires space and may be difficult, distributing and 
copying paper sheets is cumbersome, paper models are difficult to 
change and are hard to keep up-to-date, and hand-drawn sketches often 
need to be redrawn once finished. Paper sheets tend to disappear or to 
become smudged, and they are easily buried in dust-covered piles.

Business process modelling work is apt to be supported by a computer. 
Computer software can enable dynamic what-if analysis, rich visualisa
tion, easier manageability, updating the model over time, and sharing

Antti M. Latva-Koivisto 1
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the model electronically among organisationally and geographically dis
tributed users.

A software product from QPR Software, ProcessGuide, exists to fulfil 
these needs for business process modelling (QPR Software 1999). Proc
essGuide models business processes as flow charts, around which the 
user interaction is centred. However, some problems with the current 
version of ProcessGuide were identified during different process devel
opment projects at SimLab, the Enterprise Simulation Laboratory at 
Helsinki University of Technology. The work in this thesis was carried 
out to further investigate these problems and find solutions to them.

Namely, in ProcessGuide, much important information about the proc
ess is not shown at all on the process chart. Instead, the information is 
hidden behind the interface in dialog boxes, which appear out of con
text, chopping up the information into tiny fragments. This includes the 
hierarchic structure of the process, documents connected to information 
flows, document names, resources for process steps, notes connected to 
process steps, and critical path through the process. Therefore the first 
problem to be solved in this work was improving the visualisation of the 
process model.

The second problem, linked to the previous one, was that ProcessGuide 
does not model the time dimension and causal relationships explicitly 
and visibly. This is problematic in many process models, as one of the 
recurring objectives of business process modelling is reducing the lead- 
time of a process. Even in those models where the lead-time is not the 
main issue, the process is nearly always modelled in such a way that 
the activities are in chronological order and time flows from left to right 
in the process chart. The lack of support for causal relationships results 
in difficulties with editing and changing the model, as the user must 
move parts of the process around manually after deletions or insertions.

The third problem, which was evident soon after starting this work, 
was shortcomings in the user interface. The user interface did not sup
port some of the most important users’ goals, as those goals had not 
been discovered and prioritised explicitly during earlier development. 
Many operations and commands for manipulating the model were hard 
to access and there were non-standard and difficult interface designs. 
This problem was actually larger than the first two, since the problems 
mentioned above are highly connected to user interface design, and are 
- in fact - subsets of it. To solve the first problem, we must improve the 
visualisation of the user interface. The most important step for success
fully solving the second problem is creating user interface designs for 
modelling the time dimension. Lack of support for modelling causal re
lationships and chronological order strongly affects the editing of the 
model, a user interface issue.

2 Antti M. Latva-Koivisto
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This work in this thesis concentrates on creating solutions to process 
modelling in knowledge-intensive work, such as development of infor
mation systems, where the above three problems are more severe than 
in production processes. For example, the visibihty of documents in the 
process model is important for new product development, whereas some 
current features, such as numerical simulation, are not important at 
all. In this project, the most comprehensive data and most realistic case 
examples were available on knowledge-intensive processes.

The approach that was used in this thesis to solve the problems pre
sented above is goal-based user interface design. The most frequently 
occurring goals are uncovered and then supported in the user interface 
designs by making the goals easier and more straightforward to exe
cute. The first problem, visualisation, is seen as a user interface design 
issue. The visualisation designs are presented together with the de
scriptions of interactions that are used to manipulate the visual repre
sentation of the business process. The second problem, the lack of sup
port for modelling time on process charts, is dealt with by developing a 
user interface design for manipulating the causal relationships and the 
time dimension. The third and the largest problem, shortcomings in the 
user interface, which in fact engulfs the first two, is met by devising 
new designs for the most important users’ goals. Many new designs 
originate in the interface design literature.

The user interface designs are presented mostly as sketches and draft 
drawings, since creating polished and thoroughly perfected designs on 
paper is not cost-effective. The designs will later evolve with 
prototyping and user testing, onto which time and effort are best con
centrated once good initial paper designs are ready. The design of the 
underlying technical structure, like database fields and relationships, 
will need to take place after designing the user interface and should be 
based on the user interface designs.

This thesis is divided as follows. Chapter 2 discusses business proc
esses, the application area, and then casts light on the present state of 
ProcessGuide software by demonstrating how a typical use scenario is 
carried out with it. Chapter 3 lays out the users’ goals, the starting 
point of goal-based user interface design. In chapter 4, visualisation of 
business processes is discussed from a static point of view. Chapter 5 
brings in navigation within the process models, and chapter 6 is de
voted to the dynamics of creating and editing the process models. Chap
ter 7 presents an overall view of the proposed new user interface de
signs by demonstrating them with the same use scenario as in chapter 
2. In chapter 8, results are evaluated and future work is discussed, and 
finally, chapter 9 presents the conclusions.

Antti M. Latva-Koivisto 3
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2 Background
This chapter discusses business process modelling and ProcessGuide, 
the concrete process modelling software to which the findings of this 
study were applied1. First comes discussion on what business processes 
are and why they are modelled. The project and the environment, 
where the work for this thesis was conducted, is then presented. The 
use of ProcessGuide is then demonstrated by going through a hypo
thetical use scenario, which, however, is based on real business proc
esses and on the goal analysis work done in this project (presented in 
chapter 3 in more detail). The use scenario shows what ProcessGuide is 
like, what kind of things the users typically want to do, what business 
process modelling is about in practise, and what weaknesses there are 
currently in ProcessGuide. The demonstration is followed by discussion 
on the present state of ProcessGuide in the fight of earlier development 
work.

2.1 Business Processes
A business process is a collection of activities whose goal is to provide 
additional value to a customer. An example of a business process is a 
software process, where a new software product is built. Input to this 
process is customer needs, and output is the finished software product 
to satisfy the customer needs. A crude software process is shown in 
Figure 1, where the high-level activities of a software process are shown 
as feasibility study, design, implementation, and verification. These ac
tivities are connected by flows of information, where the output of ear
lier tasks is used as the input for latter activities. Implementation and 
verification are here presented as an iterative loop. Additional detail to 
a software process could include requirements management, project 
management, software modelling tasks, documentation, different levels 
of implementation and verification, and so on. The software process 
could also be shown in relation to marketing, sales or customer service 
processes.

The business process concept stresses the activities and their inputs 
and outputs. The operations of an organisation are considered from the 
viewpoint of the customer, or the results. This contrasts with the more 
traditional viewpoint of individual company functions or organisational 
units.

Usual examples of business processes are order-to-defivery, new prod
uct development and customer service processes (Hannus 1994). In 
many cases, business processes are cross-functional; i.e. they cut hori
zontally through several functions. For example, manufacturing,

1 This thesis always refers to ProcessGuide version 4.1.3.
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Business decision User interface design
Study results System design Unfinished software

Customer _______at_____ ______ 3E-------- Software
needs Feasibility

Study Design Implementation Verification
product

-H

Verification results

Figure 1. An example of a business process: a software process.

sales, purchasing and product design may be involved in an order-to- 
delivery process.

To increase profits and utility for the stakeholders of a process, busi
ness processes are developed, improved, and re-engineered. In order to 
develop a business process, we must make it explicit and understand
able. Often, knowledge about a process only exists in the minds of the 
people involved with the process, and even those images are often not 
consistent.

To create a common understanding of a business process we model 
them. Moisio (1999) lists several benefits from modelling business proc
esses. With models of business processes, we can cast fight on the real 
processes and real economy within an enterprise, so that the process 
can then be improved. We can
• find out where and how real value-adding work is done,
• where quality, delays and costs are created and how they can be af

fected,
• identify problems with interfaces between different departments,
• contemplate the logical order of activities, and
• enable ourselves to cut down the lead-time of the process.

Above all, with the help of process models, individuals can form a men
tal model of the operation of the whole organisation (Moisio 1999), see 
their place within the organisation, and understand how their work af
fects others in the process (Betcke 1997). As individuals understand 
their meaning in the process, their work morale and interest to develop 
their work increases. With the new understanding, they can start try
ing to optimise the whole process, not just some separate parts of it.

During the course of this work, I observed that two different kinds of 
processes seem to exist (Table 1). The first kind is continuous operation, 
where, for example, a product is manufactured, and orders for it are 
being handled and fulfilled continuously. An order-to-delivery process is 
typically this kind of a process. The second is more like an abstract
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framework that works as a template for a concrete project. Often re
search and development work is organised into projects that follow 
common guidelines and procedures - the abstract process. With the 
first kind, a process model is used as such to guide the work within the 
process. With the second kind, a process model is used as input for 
planning a particular project. With both, process models are used to 
communicate and share understanding about the process.

Table 1. Comparison of some aspects between the two different kinds of proc
esses: production processes and knowledge-intensive processes.

Process type Production
processes

Knowledge-intensive
processes

Example Order-to-delivery
process

New product 
development process

Important model ele
ments

Activities and tasks Milestones, resulting documents

Objects that go 
through the process

Orders Projects

Primary flows Material, unfinished products Information, documents

Appropriate simula
tion

Numerical simulation Social simulation, role-playing

People in the process Workers Highly educated professionals

Repeating the process Repeated continuously, e.g. 
hundreds of orders go through 
the same process weekly

Repeated less frequently; only a 
few project each year

Staff specialisation Often phases are highly spe
cialised and require specialised 
staff

Often the same people work in 
many different phases of the 
process

Typical objectives of 
process modelling

Creating a shared understand
ing of the process; improving the 
lead-time of the process

Creating a shared understand
ing of the process; improving the 
lead-time of the process

Challenges Introducing automation Managing people and knowl
edge, cultivating learning

Table 1 above summarises some typical differences between the two 
kinds of processes. However, it should be noted that these differences 
are not set in stone. For example, some production companies are or
ganising production in such a way that new projects are founded to 
carry out big orders. In knowledge-intensive processes, the phases may 
also be carried out by highly specialised staff, and on the other hand, in 
production processes, a team may handle many different phases of a 
process.

The case processes studied for this thesis represented primarily knowl
edge-intensive processes, especially new product development, but also 
production processes. This thesis concentrates on the knowledge-
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intensive processes and their requirements to process modelling soft
ware.

2.2 The ProcessGuide Development Project
The work for this study was carried out in a research project with 
funding from TEKES and five pilot companies, which were from tele
communications, electronics and pharmaceutical industries and which 
provided the (mostly knowledge-intensive) case processes. In the re
search project, modelling and visualisation of business processes were 
studied, and user interface solutions to problems in process modelling 
software were investigated. The findings were applied to ProcessGuide 
software, a product from QPR Software (QPR Software 1999). The proj
ect employed one person, the author of this thesis.

The environment where this work was carried out was SimLab, the En
terprise Simulation Laboratory at Helsinki University of Technology 
(SimLab 2000). In SimLab, social simulation games (e.g. Forssén- 
Nyberg & Kutilainen 1998) are used in co-operation with Finnish com
panies to develop their business processes (e.g. Smeds 1997; Haho 
1998).

In those simulation games, real case projects in R&D processes, or real 
orders in order-to-delivery processes, are systematically talked through 
or role-played. The participants consist of people who actually operate 
and manage the processes in the company. The simulation games are 
supported by process models and other materials, which are projected 
onto large screens on the walls of the game room.

ProcessGuide runs on PCs equipped with a Windows operating system, 
so it employs a graphical user interface. ProcessGuide models business 
processes as visual flow charts, which can be graphically manipulated, 
and around which the user interface is centred (Figure 2). The process 
is composed of activities that are linked by their inputs and outputs, 
and this chain of activities runs across different organisational units or 
functions, which are modelled as horizontal strips. The resulting proc
ess model can be exported into web pages, and the model can be simu
lated numerically in a relatively simple way, if enough parameters are 
entered into it.

The way that ProcessGuide models business processes is not strictly 
tied to any particular process modelling formalism. Rather, the pro
gram is intended to be quite flexible so that the users are able to apply 
several different process modelling formalisms, or one of their own. Bet
ter support for formalisms or workflow modelling is left to later devel
opment.
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Figure 2. A screenshot of ProcessGuide software.

2.3 Demonstrating the Use of ProcessGuide
Let us demonstrate the use of ProcessGuide with a typical use scenario. 
The scenario is presented from the point of view of a hypothetical user, 
who however represents a most important group of users. We will come 
back to this scenario toward the end of this thesis (chapter 7), where we 
see how this scenario is accomplished with the new interface designs.

Peter, a 31-year old process owner, has a model that shows the process 
for developing a software product, a network management system. The 
model has been created by the previous process owner, Sarah, who has 
now been promoted to a vice president of product development.

The customers of the network management software have not been en
tirely satisfied, because they feel that the software is very complex and 
too difficult to use. Some of the frequent tasks that they need to do are 
too difficult to execute. For this reason, Peter wants to introduce 
changes to the product development process and wants to change the 
process model accordingly. The improved process is going to be piloted 
in making the next version of the network management product.
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Peter, together with the process development team, wants to include 
some usability engineering in the process, as it is thought that it would 
improve their product. They want to complement the existing Front- 
End Study phase with goal analysis and use scenario definitions.

The existing process model is rather large, about 2x3 screens of data. 
The process steps are presented in chronological order, from left to 
right, with some parallel activities (Figure 2).

2.3.1 Making Space for New Elements
First, Peter must make 
space for the new steps and 
manually move everything 
forward. To do this, Peter 
first makes the whole chart 
simultaneously visible 
(Figure 3). He then tries to 
select all the steps after the 
second milestone, MO, in 
order to move them for
ward (Figure 4). However, 
the selection is hardly visi
ble at all, and Peter cannot 
see exactly which steps are 
included. He starts to drag
the selection, but dragging is not very visible either. Poor visibility is 
due to the program moving only the outlines of the process elements, 
which moreover are turquoise and hence almost invisible on the moni
tor screen against the white background (Figure 5).

The result of dragging the selection is unsatisfactory, because only 
those elements that were completely inside the drag rectangle were in
cluded in the selection and moved. Furthermore, the milestones (M2- 
M4) did not move at all. In Figure 6, М2 should be just before Integra
tion Testing, М3 right after it, and M4 right after System Testing. Peter 
has to manually reposition all the milestones and all those elements 
that were outside the selection, including the phase names that are 
made of just regular process steps. However, Peter encounters difficul
ties with manually moving the milestones, as there is no cursor hinting 
for them. For repositioning, he also has to manoeuvre in the chart by 
adjusting the zoom factor and using the scrollbars.

Figure 3. Making the whole proc
ess chart visible.
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ŒE3E3

Figure 4. Selecting many process steps from the process chart by dragging a rec
tangle.

1 'he outlines of tl e dragged 
steps are turquoise on 
л rhite b ickgroun d.
Hence, he user can barely 
s ее whi di steps a re being 
i ragget on the n onitor

Figure 5. Dragging many process steps to the right.

М2 Should be here М3 M4
Integration Testing System Testing

(0
"iNo cursor hin ting —

Figure 6. Milestones (M2-M4) did not move when the user dragged the selection.
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2.3.2 Creating New Elements
Once Peter has manually repositioned the milestones and other ele
ments, he can start to define new activities. He would like to define that 
creating a team for the usability activities is shared between customer 
services, product support, product planning, and his own process. How
ever, he cannot extend an activity to all of them, so he shows the par
ticipating people with control flow arrows (Figure 7). He could also have 
used yellow notes, for example, to substitute for the missing feature.

Customer Services

Product Support
1 person

Product Planning

Product planning User observi
Create a 
usability 

team User intervii

Integration and 
System Test

Net werk 
Management 

Software Process

Figure 7. Showing an activity for multiple organisation units.

Then, Peter creates a few new process elements (Figure 8). He clicks on 
a toolbar icon (Figure 8a) and then positions the activity on the chart 
with another click (Figure 8b), after which he can type in a name for it 
(Figure 8c). He has to resize the activity separately, as he cannot define 
its size immediately by dragging a rectangle of the desirable size 
(Figure 8d).

Creating activities is interspersed by creating flows, which connect the 
activities together, but which require using another tool (Figure 8e-f). 
Peter can enter a label for a flow after creating it (Figure 8g). However, 
the flow labels frequently appear in wrong places, or move to wrong 
places, and here, too, Peter has to manually reposition and resize his 
flow label (Figure 8h-i). Peter also cannot visually infer what he can do
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with the different elements in the model, as there are few visual cues 
(Figure 8j).

Once Peter has created a few new activities, he notices that there is still 
not enough space for all of them. He has to move the rest of the process 
manually forward, again.

2.3.3 Adding Document and Templates
Peter wants to include work guidelines and templates in the process 
model, where the documents can be displayed in their proper work con
text, and consequently, from where it is easier for the project managers 
to access them. Peter wants to include placeholders for a use scenario 
template and a goal Ust template, because he is going to link them to 
the model as soon as the templates are ready. In addition, he wants to 
write a note into the model saying that the templates are missing, but 
should be included later. Moreover, Peter has preliminary guidelines on 
goal analysis and scenario development, and wants to add them in the 
model, since they are something new for the people working in the pro
cess.

Peter spends quite a while figuring how to add documents to his model. 
To add the placeholders and the documents, Peter first clicks the right 
button of his mouse over the process step to access the properties dia
log. He then finds the Information Items tab, clicks on the New button, 
gets another dialog box, and clicks on yet another New button. Then he 
finally gets to add information - but only for a single document at a 
time. This sequence is illustrated in Figure 9.

Peter fills in the information for the guidelines document. He wants to 
distinguish guidelines from templates, and sees that there is an Infor
mation Item Type field. However, it does not contain a type for instruc
tions or guidelines (Figure 9). Peter then proceeds to find his document 
in the file system by clicking on Browse, which brings up an the stan
dard Open File dialog box. He finds his document, and clicks on Open. 
He then clicks on OK, another OK and once more OK to dismiss all the 
dialogs. He is happy to see that a little document icon appeared within 
the process step (Figure 10).
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Figure 8. Creating new graphical model elements.

j) This is the resulting drawing. Note that there is no cur
sor hint, although the cursor is over a movable element.
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Prioritised goal list 
scenarios (Mq

^ b v right-click
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Figure 9. Adding document links or document placeholders (i.e. information
items) to a process model.
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Peter then repeats the above exercise 
twice to add the two template 
placeholders to his model, except 
that this time he does not need to 
browse the file system, because he is 
only adding placeholders. He is sur
prised to note that he only gets one 
document icon within his process 
step (Figure 10), although he has de
fined three different documents for 
it. He first wonders whether that 
happened because he only linked one 
actual, existing document. He tries 
to access his documents by double 
clicking the document icon, just to
find himself back in the property dialog of the process step. There he 
can find his documents and access them by following the chain illus
trated in Figure 9. With some experimentation, he sees that Process- 
Guide displays just one icon for several documents.

Figure 10. The result of link
ing a document.

In addition, Sarah tells Peter that even though there are no tool tips or 
cursor hinting (Figure 10) over the little document icon, Peter can still 
access his documents - by right-clicking the icon. That brings about the 
menu shown in Figure 11, where he, however, cannot see, which infor
mation items are finked to actual documents and which are not. Se
lecting an item without an actual document fink dumps Peter to Win
dows Explorer.

Next, Peter wants to show how the goal fist and the scenario document 
flow forward through the product planning process. However, docu
ments attached to flows cannot be represented with icons. In addition, 
information flows cannot show the name of more than one document. 
Therefore, Peter uses control flows, which are easiest to create and re
strict him least. Peter just types the names of the documents as the la
bel for the flow (see the flow in Figure 11).

Create a
à prioritised goal i Use scenarios 
^ list and use

Prioritised goal list,

scenarios

F
Guidelines on goal analysis and scenario development

4
Template tor a Prioritised goal list
Template for Use scenarios

Figure 11. Accessing multiple information items by right-clicking over the 
little document icon. Note also the label of the flow that shows the names

of two documents.
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2.3.4 Creating a Note
Next, Peter writes the note about the templates (Figure 12a). He tries 
to link it to the process step by dragging it on top the process step 
(Figure 12b), only to see that the note then disappears inside the proc
ess step. It turns into a little yellow icon, and the note text can then be 
accessed only by right-clicking the icon (Figure 12c). Peter uses undo 
and leaves the note next to the process step, as shown in Figure 12a, al
though he notices that if he now moves the process step, he will then 
have to move the note separately. This is still better, because the text 
remains visible.

Tool for creating notes

г Create a 
prioritised goal 

и list and use 
j scenarios

Jee t

Templates to be 
created later!C
\Normal note

a) A normal 
note.

Dragging the note above 
a process step changes 
the cursor into a drop cursor

1^ j Note collapsed 
into an icon

fc. 1$.

*pri'
r*

prioritise! goal 
list <

Jee <

¡Templates to be 
Tcreated laterl

b) Dragging a 
note to a process 
step.

ЧЩ&Ч

Create a 
'prioritised go, 

u list and us|

^ ^ D ^

Right-clicking over the dote icon 
brings up a menu, which actually 
contains the note text

c) Collapsed note.

Figure 12. Notes.

2.3.5 Making a Sub-process
The program planning step in the original model is not defined in de
tail, as everybody were assumed to know what to do there. Peter wants 
to redefine program planning to include the usability aspects. In the 
original program planning, functional specification was created to show 
how the product behaves from outside. He wants to replace the func
tional specification with user interface designs that are shown with pa
per prototypes.

Peter first defines program planning as a sub-process, so that the new 
activities would not clutter the main level all the time. By using the 
context menu, he then goes down to the sub-process level (Figure 13), 
and defines the activities inside the sub-process (Figure 14). However, 
there the new activities are out of context and cannot be made visible 
on the main level. Therefore, Peter manually cuts and pastes them onto 
the main level. Again, he has to make more room for the new activities 
by moving everything else manually forward.
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Figure 13. Program planning sub-process on the main process level. Entering the 
sub-process can only happen via the context-menu.

Figure 14. Inside the program planning sub-process. Access to main process level 
happens through the context-menu of the background area.
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2.3.6 Processing Times for a Project
After Peter is finished, he wants to experiment with the processing 
times and make some initial duration estimates for the next project 
that will pilot the new process structure. However, he discovers that he 
can only do that by entering numbers into an analysis sheet that is 
completely separated from the chart view. Therefore he decides to do it 
with Microsoft Project, into which he would like export his model. Be
cause he cannot do that, he has to manually enter all the process steps 
into MS Project.

2.4 Earlier Development
In their original account on the implementation of ProcessGuide, 
Koistinen (1997) and Betcke (1997) highlighted important focus areas 
for ProcessGuide. Drawing the process is the most important part of the 
software; changes to process model should be easy to make; and model
ling is usually done by teams in sessions (Betcke 1997, pp. 47-48). De
spite that, making changes is still not at all as easy as it should be. 
Making changes to large models causes the user big difficulties.

Betcke detected some usability problems in the original version by us
ability tests. For example, it was noted that “АД the persons however 
needed some assistance in the tasks, mostly in the analysing part.” Al
though a claim was made that the problems were fixed, conducting 
numerical analysis with ProcessGuide stül remains a difficult task, 
even four years after the first release of the software.

Betcke notes already in his original account on the implementation of 
ProcessGuide that, in flowchart representation of a business process, 
activities are shown in chronological order. He also notes that the flow 
is usually depicted going from left to right (as opposed to from top to 
bottom), as time is usuaUy represented passing from left to right. Fur
ther, Betcke (p. 8) writes:

Time has become a more and more important competitive factor 
and time-based analyses have become very powerful tools in busi
ness process improvement. [...] Time-based data gives a good pic
ture [on] how a process is functioning and what is the potential of 
the process. Time is a good measure to describe efficiency of the 
process and it shows clearly the slack times in the process. Every 
employee can be related to time and it is easy to understand.

For further development, Betcke (p. 55) suggested that it would be use
ful if the critical path through the process was visible in the flow chart, 
in addition to showing it in the analysis. Today, many users stül need 
this feature, but it was never implemented - modelling and visualisa
tion of time and the critical path are stül missing. During editing, the 
program does not take advantage of the information and material flows, 
which impose causal relationships between activities. Probably difficul
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ties in creating designs for such problems, disregard to users’ real goals 
and lack of vision on what the software should be about and for whom it 
is made, have prevented time-related improvements from appearing in 
the software.

Currently, the user interface of ProcessGuide very closely resembles the 
data model for the software (Betcke 1997, p. 16), which is typical to user 
interfaces that are designed by programmers (Cooper 1995, p. 550; 
Amsterdam 1998). The data model presents itself in the omnipresent 
hierarchies within the user interface - even notes can be arranged into 
a hierarchy. Database fields as such have been simply dumped into mo
dal dialog boxes. Typically, letting the data model or the implementa
tion model peek through to the user results in low usabihty. For exam
ple, the users, in general, do not want deep hierarchies; instead, they 
prefer monocline groupings, which are hierarchies restricted to two lev
els (Cooper 1995). The underlying technical structure of the software, 
like database fields and relationships, should be designed after the user 
interface, and will be based on the interface design.

The ProcessGuide software has suffered feature bloat over the years 
and the original focus has been lost, because no means have been used 
to oppose feature bloat. Examples of features that were added after the 
first release of ProcessGuide are numerical simulation, analysis sheets 
and resource modelling, which are currently not very useful for the us
ers and also display the worst user interface designs within the soft
ware.

The most efficient method to fight feature bloat, and hence stop wasting 
development resources in unimportant features, is discovering users’ 
goals. Once the goals are well understood and documented, they can be 
used to design the product and its user interface in such a way that the 
most important goals can be achieved, and moreover - directly and eas
ily. Other means include usability studies, employing user interface de
signers, or conducting systematic user observations.
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3 Users’ Goals
This chapter presents how users’ goals were uncovered in this project, 
what difficulties there were, and what the results were. First, earher 
work on users’ goals for business process modelling (BPM) is examined. 
Next, the use of the applied methods (user observations, interviews, 
and simulation games) is discussed. Results are then presented in the 
form of user profiles and a prioritised goal list.

Making software that fulfils users’ needs is an essential problem in 
software development. The main reason why this is difficult is that 
software developers are rarely typical users, and the users are not soft
ware developers (Norman 1988). Often, developers fail to discover and 
understand the users’ real goals, because the users cannot state their 
needs as explicitly as the developers would prefer — or just because the 
developers do not even attempt to discover the goals. The result is often 
software that provides some immediate relief to users’ tasks, but fails to 
make the real goal easier to reach. Without a clear vision of users’ goals 
and needs, the software developers create local optimisations to users’ 
problems, rather than global ones.

Uncovering users’ goals is important for creating systematically suc
cessful software products. By assuring that software moves the user in
exorably toward her goals, we can create software that is deeply satis
fying and effective (Cooper 1996). At times, good products are created 
almost accidentally. One example is SMS messages2, the use of which 
has far surpassed the original intention and scope. However, the reason 
here is not their great usability, but rather their great utility, despite 
the lack of usability (Nielsen 2000b).

A prioritised list of users’ goals addresses both the utility and the us
ability of a product. Basing the product design on valid goals ensures 
high utility for the users. Basing the user interface design on valid 
goals enables good usability.

3.1 Earlier Work on Users’ Goals for BPM
Business process modelling is rather a new software application area, 
because process thinking and development themselves are not old con
cepts. BPM has many interfaces to other functions within an enter
prise, such as process management and development, project manage
ment, document management, quality management, activity-based 
costing, and so on. As of now, many of these interfaces are not well un
derstood nor supported by the modelling tools. In general, user needs

2 SMS is a short message service offered by the GSM digital cellular telephone sys
tem.
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concerning BPM tools are not thoroughly understood, and to make mat
ters worse, these needs evolve as companies become more advanced in 
developing their processes.

Koistinen (1997) collected information on user profiles and use envi
ronment for the first version of ProcessGuide in 1996. However, he had 
problems with collecting real domain data and artefacts from the users, 
as none of the pilot companies in his project had active process devel
opment or process modelling projects. Getting real data and real arte
facts is crucial for creating a product that truly fulfils users’ needs 
(Beyer & Holtzblatt 1998). In addition, since 1996, the needs for process 
modelling in companies have evolved as a result of using ProcessGuide 
and other process modelling tools, and general process awareness.

Koistinen interviewed potential future users of ProcessGuide in his 
original work to create the first version of ProcessGuide, together with 
Betcke (1997). However, the problem Koistinen faced was the lack of 
actual customer data for process modelling. On the other hand, he did 
have access to researchers who had been involved in process modelling 
earlier. In the interviews, he was able to gather some very general us
ers’ goals:

• easy, quick and flexible modelling of a process,
• visualising a process,
• documenting it,
• communicating about it,
• measuring and analysing the performance of a process, and
• improving a process.

The real rationale behind these objectives and their actual relative im
portance was not found out. Some of the goals above, such as the first 
one, actually fall into Cooper’s (1996) category of “false goals”. Task 
analysis, as well, was done on rather a high level. Tasks themselves, on 
the other hand, are different from goals, and the two are at times in di
rect opposition to each other. For example, the doctor, whose goal is to 
keep people healthy, spends all of her time and energy curing illnesses, 
which is a task (Cooper 1996).

Hannus (1994) presents his idea of the properties of a business-process 
modelling tool (Table 2) in his much-cited Finnish book on process 
management. He bases the properties on his own substantial experi
ence with business process development and process modelling, which 
he discusses in his book. His list mostly does not identify detailed goals, 
but is rather a high-level feature list for a process modelling tool. His 
first property, ease of use, is also one of Cooper’s “false goals”.
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Table 2. Properties of an ideal business process modelling tool, according 
to Hannus (1994, p. 51, translated to English).

A description of the ideal situation

Ease of use The tool is efficient and easy to use, and can hence be used e.g. in 
work seminars of the enterprise managers.

Information and 
material flows

The tool enables the description of information and material flows 
and operations associated with them.

Hierarchic
description

The tool allows a hierarchic description of processes. Free-form 
explanations and additional material can be linked to the model.

Process-centred 
view and 
performance 
measures

Processes can be modelled in such a way that problems and im
provement possibilities related to key process measures (lead- 
times, costs, quality) can be visually recognised. At the same time, 
the model establishes a common language and a tool of communi
cation.

Modelling The use of time and resources (costs) of a process can be described. 
With them, further analysis and modelling can be performed and 
bottlenecks can be identified.

Decisions and 
branches

Decision points can be added to the workflow. At those points, the 
process may branch according to specific criteria. It may also be 
necessary to associate probabiUties with the branches.

Maintenance With the tool, changes can be done quickly and effectively without 
having to recreate the model. In an ideal situation, the change is 
propagated to all the models, which it affects.

Relationship to 
building infor
mation system

The modelling of information resources and flows can be directly 
utilised in designing and implementing an information system 
(either a prototype or the actual system).

Kellner (1988) has identified four primary objectives for the develop
ment of models for a software process:

1. enabling effective communications regarding the process,

2. facilitating reuse of the process,

3. supporting evolution of the process, and

4. facilitating management of the process.

The first objective focuses on effectively communicating the description 
of a process to others, as process models are especially useful for shar
ing knowledge and expertise. Reuse, the second objective, enables a 
specific software process to be instantiated and executed in a reliably 
repeatable fashion across multiple software projects. The third objective 
is to support the evolution of the process by serving as a storehouse for 
modifications, lessons learned, and tailoring; and by analysing the ef
fectiveness of potential changes in a laboratory or simulated environ
ment before actually implementing them. The final objective is to facili
tate effective planning, control, and operational management of soft
ware processes. I find these objectives to be in an approximate order of 
importance, and with that in mind, they match my experiences.
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The needs for business process modelling also change over time, as the 
process maturity of the company increases. Laamanen and Tin nilä 
(1998) present a model for process maturity, which resembles the well- 
known capability maturity model for software (Paulk et al 1993). Below, 
I will discuss how the increasing maturity may affect the users’ goals.

On the first level, the Initial level, the greatest challenges for the com
pany are planning and managing projects. On this level, operations are 
chaotic and business process modelling is too abstract a tool, since there 
are concrete problems to be solved first, such creating a systematic way 
of planning and managing projects.

On the second level, the Repeatable level, the company can start docu
menting its processes. At this level, the success of business processes 
depends on individuals. The most important goal of business process 
modelling here is documenting the processes to create a common lan
guage and common understanding of them. Without such understand
ing, the process cannot be improved. Process phases, milestones, activi
ties and their inputs and outputs are the main concern.

On the third level (Defined level), the processes have been defined, and 
the focus moves to analysing, measuring and improving the process.
The users of the process modelling tool want to compare alternative 
process structures, make different what-if analysis, compare trade-offs 
between the lead-time and costs, and so on.

With the Managed level (fourth level) and the Optimising level (fifth 
level), the key problem areas start to move to managing evolving tech
nology, supporting people’s learning and introducing automation. The 
company employs methods to continually improve the process, and the 
organisation is committed to continuous learning. The requirements to 
process modelling on these two levels are probably challenging, but not 
well understood.

Today, many companies still struggle on defining their processes (level 
1), and not many have advanced to the fourth or the fifth level. There
fore, the levels 1-3 are most interesting for developers of process model
ling tools.

3.2 Uncovering Users’ Goals for BPM
The goals of the users are tacit, or silent, knowledge, and are therefore 
often difficult to uncover. The users are normally not able to explain 
what kind of a system they need, so the developers must work to under
stand the users’ goals and how the users currently do their work (Beyer 
& Holtzblatt 1998).

If asked directly, the users start to suggest new features that could help 
them with the problems that they have in achieving their goals. Usu
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ally, users are not able to imagine large changes to software, so they 
ask for local fixes. For example, with ProcessGuide, one user suggested 
adding Back and Forward buttons for navigating the different windows. 
The suggestion is understandable, since those navigational means are 
familiar to today’s users, and the user was often getting lost in large 
process models and different windows. The user’s goal, however, is not 
to have new buttons in the interface, but to understand the big picture 
of the process model and find interesting information within it, without 
getting lost. There are much better ways to address navigational prob
lems than Back or Forward buttons. Creating a better overview of the 
process chart and process hierarchy offers help for both understanding 
and navigating the process. Using resizable panels, instead of overlap
ping windows, helps in navigation and avoiding disorientation, and re
duces unnecessary excise with positioning windows.

In this project, there were two objectives for uncovering the users’ goals 
for business process modelling. First, to understand, who the users are. 
Second, to understand what their goals are and how they have at
tempted to reach them so far. Special stress was laid on getting real 
data from the users, such as process models that had actually been used 
for something.

The author used three different techniques to finding out the goals in 
this project. The author arranged user observations mainly at SimLab, 
where there were several opportunities to see a model being con
structed. Process modellers from different pilot companies were inter
viewed, because observations were deemed too difficult to organise with 
them. Social simulation games were experimented as a new method for 
gaining insight into users’ goals. These methods produced different 
kinds of raw data, which were interpreted and turned into statements 
about users’ goals. The discovered goals were gathered together, tabu
lated and prioritised.

For doing the user observations and interviews, the Contextual Design 
(Beyer & Holtzblatt 1998) process was studied, especially its initial 
phase, Contextual Inquiry. The idea that data on users’ work and work 
artefacts must be gathered in order to use them as the anchor for 
making design decisions, was absorbed from Contextual Design. For 
this project, the Contextual Design process as a whole, however, was 
considered too heavy and also partially unsuitable, as it is especially 
meant for team work.

3.2.1 User Observations
The first user observation took place in a simulation game session at 
SimLab. The simulation game was about the product development pro
cess of Orion Pharma. The game session lasted for a whole day, during 
which time the author observed the use of the process models that were
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created by ProcessGuide and noted short-comings in the current soft
ware.
Later, two more simulation game sessions were observed. This time the 
sessions dealt with the product development process of Tellabs. There, 
Flowcharter had been used instead of ProcessGuide to draw the models. 
The creator of the models was also informally interviewed to get to 
know why he had chosen to use Flowcharter instead of ProcessGuide. 
According to him, Flowcharter was easier to use, and ProcessGuide did 
not offer additional value to process modelling, when compared to a 
general chart-drawing program.

Process models for the simulation games are prepared in advance in 
team sessions. Therefore, also one such team session at Orion Pharma 
was observed. There were about eight participants present, and one of 
them acted as the secretary and used ProcessGuide. This session lasted 
for approximately two hours. Teamwork is typical for process model
ling, in general, as usually nobody is expert in the whole business proc
ess that is being modelled. Even if somebody is, there are still probably 
conflicting views, which concern both the current state of the process 
and the future direction of the process development, and which need to 
be settled.

Further, the users of ProcessGuide were observed in a session where 
the SimLab researchers recorded the results of a simulation game into 
a ProcessGuide model. In two other sessions, the results of a manual 
modelling session for a product development process were moved to a 
ProcessGuide model. In a different observation situation, a new SimLab 
researcher was learning to use ProcessGuide. The situation was not 
purely observational, as the author also gave the user some hints on 
using ProcessGuide. The user’s goal was to learn to use ProcessGuide, 
not to be observed while making futile attempts at learning it.

In total, there were nine situations where the use of ProcessGuide was 
observed. Notes were taken from all of them. There were also some in
formal situations, from which notes were not taken. Most of these ob
servations took place in SimLab, not in pilot companies, because it was 
difficult to even try to organise any observations there. On the contrary, 
organising user observations in SimLab was easy and transparent. The 
author knew most of the people he was observing, and observations 
could take place even without making any special arrangements by just 
walking into a room where ProcessGuide was used.

3.2.2 Interviews
Two users from ABB Control, a manufacturing company, were inter
viewed. The first user was just starting to use ProcessGuide for model
ling and simulating a production process. The other had been involved 
in process modelling earlier, and had also modelled processes herself for
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using them in activity-based costing. Pen and paper sheets had been 
used in those projects.

At Sonera, whose processes are more knowledge-intensive, several dif
ferent people were interviewed. Two information system consultants 
explained why they wanted to use ProcessGuide. One software process 
owner, a document controller, a process development consultant, and a 
development manager were interviewed. The development manager 
was interviewed twice, as the time for the first interview was very lim
ited and the discussion moved on rather a general level. The second in
terview moved on a more concrete level, and the distribution of process 
material and measurement of processes were discussed.

Then, a project manager, who had used process models as input for 
planning projects, was interviewed briefly. The process models had 
changed much since she had used them, which is very typical. There
fore the link between the project plan and the process model was not 
very clear anymore. At Sonera, it was difficult to get hands on concrete 
process models, which seemed to be too confidential to be exposed. The 
documentation of only one process was given out for a more detailed 
study.

Tellabs also had knowledge-intensive processes. Mainly the new prod
uct development process was discussed during the interviews. Tellabs 
also manufactures electronic equipment, and a person who had been 
involved in the development of the manufacturing process was inter
viewed. Also a person who had been involved in arranging a social 
simulation game of the order-to-delivery process was interviewed. A 
problem with both these interviews was that the projects in question 
had ended well over a year ago, and it was difficult to access many de
tails.

Two process owners of different software processes at Tellabs were in
terviewed. The first process was designed for building software on Win
dows platform, and the other process produced embedded software. 
Both process owners had also plenty of operative responsibilities. The 
other one had not documented the process himself. The other one had 
been involved in both documentation and development. Then a recently 
employed quality engineer was interviewed, as he was about to start 
consulting both the above process owners. In addition to consulting, he 
also made a review of different process modelling software packages 
suitable for use at the company, and had previous experience on model
ling business processes with ProcessGuide. Finally, a competence cen
tre manager from Tellabs was interviewed. He was able to state some 
clear objectives for process modelling. Namely, a process model should 
instruct intelligent and educated people in a simple and concise way 
how to do their work and what must be done in the different stages of 
product development - without restricting creative people too much.
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At Orion Pharma, a person who had built several process models for the 
new drug development process was interviewed. However, she was no 
longer working in that area, and her recollection of events was not per
fect. However, she was able show several concrete process charts of the 
large development process. There were no other interviewees from 
Orion, but a SimLab researcher, who was involved with Orion and had 
modelled its processes, was very informally interviewed.

In all these interviews, the author tried to obtain as much real process 
data as possible. However, this was very difficult, because most models, 
(especially all the interesting ones, it seemed), were too confidential to 
be presented properly to the interviewer. In addition, some people 
seemed to feel ashamed about their work and about the way they used 
process modelling, so that it was difficult to get to see what they had 
done.

Keeping the interview focused on concrete enough matters was also dif
ficult and did not succeed in a few interviews. Sometimes too much time 
was spent discussing the problems of the actual processes in the com
pany.

3.2.3 Social Simulation Games
During one day in the end of March, three social simulation games3 
were arranged. The purpose was to validate formerly observed goals 
and to identify new, more high-level goals (Latva-Koivisto & Smeds 
2000). It was thought that if people with different viewpoints to the 
same process model were brought together, it would be possible to get a 
more wholesome picture of the actual process modelhng work (as op
posed to theoretical picture). Especially, simulation games could yield 
goals that are related to problems in process interfaces, or could bring 
about a wider perspective to business process modelhng. The simulation 
games could also save effort, as the interface designer would not need to 
interview every participant separately.

In those games, three business process modelling cases from three pilot 
companies (Tellabs, Sonera and Orion) were talked through. Material 
related to the cases, namely process models, slide shows and process 
deliverables, was presented and used to guide the discussion. Ah the 
companies had cases of modelhng knowledge-intensive processes: a 
software process (Tellabs), a process for information systems engineer
ing (Sonera), and a new drug development process (Orion). The games 
were played one after another, and mostly, people from other compa
nies stayed to observe the other cases. The observers also contributed to 
the discussion on the other companies’ cases. There were also two ob

3 For further information about the simulation game method, consult Smeds 1997, 
Forssén-Nyberg & Kutilainen 1998, and Haho 1998.
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servers from ABB Control, who actively participated in the discussion. 
Many attendees of the simulation game sessions were the same people 
that had earlier been interviewed. During the games, the author took 
notes on what was said, in addition to directing the discussion.

The sessions were videotaped so that the event could be later examined. 
It was thought that the author, who also directed the discussion, would 
be too busy during the sessions to actually record the ideas that would 
emerge in the discussion. In practise, however, the author had already 
recorded all the important observations during the sessions, so watch
ing the video afterwards only clarified the notes.

Another way to record the session was a large paper sheet on the wall, 
onto which the participants could attach post-it notes with comments, 
questions and observations. Some central themes that are related to 
process modelling were put written on the sheet in advance. However, 
despite encouragement, the participants wrote only nine notes.

There are several problems with using simulation games to understand 
users’ work. The way that the games were arranged in this project re
quired considerable preparation work. The author had to find three 
case examples, one from each company; match the schedules for over 20 
people from five different work places; and prepare for each of the three 
cases. Arranging three games during one day probably did provide the 
users with interesting information about process modelling in other 
companies, but was time-consuming due to all the co-ordination work.

A more general problem with simulation games is that the users are 
removed from their real work context. Although artefacts from the us
ers’ work are studied during the game, not all kinds of problems can 
turn up in a simulation game. In addition, the selection of cases for the 
games affects the results, since the users are keen on providing the best 
cases for the games, not the typical ones.

In this project, many of the points that were raised during the games 
were already known from user observations, interviews and literature. 
In addition, the composition of the game teams were not ideal, as some 
key people from the modelling cases were missing due to both last- 
minute cancellations and problems in the project scheduling. Conse
quently, the perspective within each case was not as wide as intended. 
On the other hand, the presence of people from four different compa
nies, in addition to SimLab researchers, did provide perspective 
through discussion between the participants.

The method of social simulation games as a means for gathering users’ 
goals and understanding their work is similar to that of usabihty 
roundtables, described by Butler and Tahir (1995). In usabihty round
tables, typically just 1-2 users are brought to describe their work. As 
many as two to eight people from a product team are present to learn to
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know the users and their needs. The intended benefits between the two 
methods are similar: saving effort by not having to travel to the users’ 
site; learning about users’ work by having them describe it and seeing 
concrete work artefacts; and getting work data and typical use scenar
ios from users.

3.3 User Profiles
Here, we present a set of user profiles that were identified by the user 
observations, interviews and simulation games. The first set is the pri
mary set of profiles, which consists of the most typical users and 
stakeholders of process modelling: The Process Owner, the Project 
Manager of a Software Process, the Top Management, the Worker and 
the Production Manager. This is the most important set of users for the 
developer of a business-process modelling tool.

The second set consists of other users and stakeholders of process mod
elling: the Process Consultant, the Accountant and the IT Developer. 
Either their needs can be attended by developing for the users in the 
first set, or their needs are not related to process modelling closely 
enough to allow the developers to diverge to attending their needs.

3.3.1 Typical Users And Stakeholders
Below are presented the set of primary user profiles, which are the 
most typical user roles.

The Process Owner
The first profile is the Process Owner in a knowledge-intensive process, 
such as new product development. The Process Owner is typically re
sponsible for documenting and developing her process. According to 
process literature (e.g. Hannus 1994), the Process Owner is also respon
sible for the operative work within her process. However, in practise, it 
seems that the Process Owner’s role is more that of a developer. Mean
while, operative work is typically organised into projects, for which 
project managers are responsible.

The Process Owner is responsible for creating models of her process, 
and uses a team (composed of people working in the process) to do this. 
The models then serve as the basis for planning and executing concrete 
projects, so project managers are in a way her customers. The first goal 
of the Process Owner is to create a common understanding of the proc
ess for everybody working in the process, and then help each individual 
to see how their work relates to the whole. For this purpose, the Process 
Owner will want to model and visualise her process, to make the ab
stract more tangible. The second goal of the Process Owner is to develop 
the process. In addition to a process model showing the current state of 
the process (“as-is”), she needs to create a visionary target model (“to-
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be”). The Process Owner needs to work closely with internal (and ex
ternal) consultants, managers, and business developers.

Quite often, the Process Owner has also other duties, and in fact, the 
Process Owner role may be a secondary role besides the main job, which 
may be associated with operative work, quality improvement or other 
development work. The Process Owner is highly educated (university 
degree) and typically fluent with using computers and ordinary busi
ness software, such as Microsoft Office.

The Production Manager
The role of the Production Manager is similar to that of the Process 
Owner, with the exception that she works in a manufacturing company. 
There she has also operative responsibility, in addition to responsibility 
for developing the process. She may be the owner of the order-to- 
delivery process, or just the manufacturing process, a sub-process of the 
former. In those processes, the concrete material flow and the exact se
quence of activities are more important than in a software process. Be
ing more concrete, the order-to-delivery is process is more suitable for 
using numerical simulation as a tool for improvement than a software 
process. Her daily work includes interacting with the floor-level work
ers, who are skilled in their work, but have not received university edu
cation.

The Project Manager of a Software Process
The Project Manager is responsible for a piece of operative work that is 
organised into a project. This is typically done in a knowledge-intensive 
business process, such as a software process, where the actual work of 
the business process takes place in the projects. The Project Manager is 
responsible for planning and executing the project. She is responsible 
for delivering the results promised in the project plan on time. She gets 
input for the project plan from the company’s general software process 
model, so the Project Manager can often be considered to be the cus
tomer of the process model. For the model to be useful for her, it needs 
to show the structure of the process, list the activities of the process, 
show different milestones, provide different checklists and templates, 
and so on. The Process Leader may need to customise the general proc
ess for the needs of the particular project, especially if there are no al
ternative process models for different software projects.

The Project Manager benefits from the general process model also dur
ing the execution of the project, if the process model includes instruc
tions for different phases, such as requirement analysis or module 
testing. She can refer to the process model in instructing her project 
team members, who should be taught the process, so that they know 
what they are doing. There are between five and fifteen people working
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on a typical software project, but also much larger projects are carried 
out.

Because the Project Manager is most involved in the actual operative 
work, she understands well the actual problems in the process, and 
probably could have many suggestions on how to improve the process. 
However, she is usually rewarded for the actual results of the immedi
ate project, and not for developing the process. For the process to im
prove, the Process Owner must co-operate with the project managers. 
The project managers should be instructed to allocate time also for the 
process development work, in order to establish a feedback loop be
tween the process model developers and the process model users.

The Top Manager
The goal of the Top Manager is to run the company, make profits, pro
vide resources for their employees and prioritise work. The Top Man
ager is interested in having effective methods for developing the opera
tions. Business process modelling is one of the possible tools, among 
other partially overlapping and also synenergetic tools, such as compe
tence management, team work development, balanced scorecard, activ
ity-based costing, and so on. The Top Manager needs to be aware of the 
status of the business processes, different development efforts, and cost 
and profit structure, in order to make informed decisions. The Top 
Manager is interested, in general, in modelling the company’s proc
esses, but usually does not do the process modelling herself.

The Worker
The goal of a worker in a process is to do her job. She may be program
ming in a software project (that is following the general software proc
ess), or working on the floor level in a manufacturing process. She un
derstands her work well, except if she is a new employee, or if radical 
new changes are introduced to the process. Especially in these cases, it 
is very important that she can understand how her work is going to re
late to the whole. She needs to understand the purpose and the goal of 
the process. In practical terms, she may need to study some new in
structions that are stored in the process model. In reality, on the other 
hand, process-wide training is required, as employees are sometimes 
not motivated to study the instructions by themselves, but rather resist 
changes. Even if there is motivation, it might disappear if accessing the 
new instructions is too difficult and time-consuming.

3.3.2 Other User Profiles
There are also other kinds of users of business process modelling. They, 
however, are not considered in much detail in this work, as many of 
their goals can be addressed either by providing for the needs of the 
above-mentioned users, or by using some other systems.
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The Process Consultant’s needs are attended to by serving the needs of 
the Process Owner, the way that the role is described above. The Ac
countant also has goals that mostly overlap with those of the Process 
Owner or the Production Manager. She does have unique goals associ
ated with activity-based costing, which, however, essentially require 
the use of more specific accounting systems. Such system, though, 
should be integrated with process modelling. Consideration for such 
systems is out of the scope of this work. IT Developers have both needs 
that can be covered by considering the Process Owner, or by using other 
information systems, such as UML tools.

The Process Consultant
Often, the Process Owner alone does not have enough time or process 
modelling expertise to model her processes alone. Therefore, in many 
companies, internal (and external) process consultants are utilised. 
Their main task is to assist the process owners in their process devel
opment work. For example, the consultant may do the actual drawing 
of the process models, instead of the process owner. In any case, the 
Process Consultant and the Process Owner work in close co-operation. 
The Process Consultant typically has more expertise on process devel
opment and process modelling, in general, but the Process Owner 
knows more about her specific process. The Process Consultant uses a 
process modelling tool more often than the Process Owner.

The Accountant
The Accountant wants to get an accurate picture of what products, 
services, jobs, and customers are actually profitable. Some products or 
customers may actually be money losers, but this is sometimes not 
known, because the internal cost structure is not understood well 
enough. The Accountant therefore uses Activity-Based Costing (ABC) 
instead of Traditional Cost Accounting (TCA), because ABC will gives a 
more true picture of the costs of a product (Roztocki 1998). Using ABC 
requires understanding the business process in detail, because costs 
need to be allocated to the right activities. Hence, the Accountant has to 
work in close co-operation with the process owners. Sometimes there 
are no process owners or existing process models, and therefore the Ac
countant will need to do the process modelhng. The business process 
should be relatively stable for ABC to work and give rehable results, 
and therefore, ABC is more often used in manufacturing companies.

IT Developers
There are also other kinds of users of process modelhng, such as devel
opers of IT systems, who may need to model a business process that is 
to be supported with a new IT system. They also would hke to represent 
the IT system itself on a high level by using some kind of modelhng 
tool. For example, they want to draw pictures of the information flow
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within the system. As usually the businesses themselves should provide 
the process models, and some UML tool might be more appropriate for 
the latter goal, this group of users is not considered further in this 
work.

3.3.3 Users’ Background and Skills
In practise, most people who are to model business processes are well 
educated, and many have university degrees. The users are both male 
and female, mostly in the age range from 25 to 50. Practically every
body has at least some experience on using corporate tools, such as Mi
crosoft Office, email software and an Internet browser. Therefore, in 
developing the user interface for a process modelling tool, we can as
sume that the users understand the basic Windows user interface con
cepts. We should utilise the positive transfer (Poison et al 1986) from 
Microsoft Office tools, which many users have previously used to draw 
some diagrams, prepare presentations and compose reports.

A process modelling tool is not used very often by most users, although 
there are also users, mainly consultants, that do use the tool frequently 
to assist process owners in their modelling and development efforts.
The implication to user interface design is to improve the ease of 
learning, as the users partially forget how to use the software. Although 
ease of learning is more important, the efficiency in modelling must also 
not be overlooked, as it benefits the frequent and advanced users and 
helps in team working. Advanced users include both process consult
ants and those users, who do not use the modelling tool very often, but 
learn the interface quickly and benefit from positive transfer. Support
ing teamwork with efficient modelling is important, because process 
modelling is mostly performed as teamwork. The other team members 
should not be forced to wait for the team member who is actually 
drawing the model and using the mouse.

3.4 A Prioritised Goal List
Users’ goals are needed in many phases of user interface design:
• in demonstrating problems in existing software or work procedures 

(as in chapter 2.3),
• in prioritising design work so that most important goals are sup

ported first,
• in testing and comparing new interface designs by walking through 

the interfaces using the goals and scenarios, and
• in making tasks for usability tests.

Users’ goals can be expressed in many ways: as generalised needs (“goal 
classes”), as exemplary little stories (“goal instances”), as longer narra
tive scenarios on a typical users’ day, and so on. However, concrete 
forms of users’ goals are evidently more useful and easier to use for aB
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the purposes stated above, so they should be favoured over “general” 
forms.

Users’ goals should be supplemented by concrete data on users’ work, 
such as real spreadsheets, actual diagrams, process charts of real busi
ness processes, authentic project plans, and all different sorts of arte
facts (Beyer & Holtzblatt 1998). Both the goals and the real artefacts 
are important when deciding between different user interface designs, 
because the decisions can then be based on facts, not on developers’ hy
pothesis, predictions and guesses.

After the observations, interviews and simulation games, the goals 
were gathered together from the notes, the videotapes, the literature 
and personal experience based on working in SimLab and on earlier 
work with user interface design. The goals were Usted, many in the 
form of short scenarios. Mostly, real scenarios from pilot companies 
could not be used as such due to confidentiahty reasons, and were in
stead sUghtly modified. The list of goals is presented in Appendix A.

The list must be prioritised to distinguish the important goals from the 
less important ones. Because some goals were more important to some 
users than others, the prioritising was made for each of the five pri
mary profiles. Furthermore, the profiles were prioritised on a scale of 0- 
3, 0 being not important at all, 1 somewhat important, 2 important, and 
3 very important. The same scale was used also for all the Usted goals. 
Consequently, weighted average importance was calculated for each 
goal, as the profile priorities could be used as weights for goal priorities.

In Excel, the goal Ust could be sorted with respect to total importance, 
importance for each profile, and the goal number. Sorting according to 
the goal number gave an indented Ust, where the indented goals are 
preceded by a more general, unindented goal, which can be understood 
as a more fundamental goal behind the more detailed goals. Further
more, the Ust was visuaUsed by showing the backgrounds of higher pri
ority numbers with darker colours. That way, it is easier to read the ta
ble and recognise patterns.

In Appendix A, the goals are sorted according to their numbers, to pre
serve the groupings expressed with indenting. There are some problems 
with the Ust. When it was created, it was not yet known that the goals 
would be cross-tabulated with user profiles. Therefore, some of the 
goals do not match the profiles very weU. For example, a particular goal 
may be too specific to reaUy match the goals of the Production Manager. 
Despite this, such a goal might have been Usted as relevant to that user 
profile. In such a case, the author has been considering the underlying, 
more general goal, but the goal description itself has not been rewrit
ten.
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The top-prioritised goals were used to create a scenario of typical use. 
This scenario was used in chapter 2.3 to demonstrate the use of Proc- 
essGuide, and will be used again in chapter 7 to demonstrate the new 
designs. In the design work, the goals were considered when deciding 
what features to design, when choosing between different alternatives, 
and when imagining users’ work flow with ProcessGuide.
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4 Visualising Business Processes
This chapter presents ideas and improvements for visualising business 
processes. Already Kellner (1988) points out that highly visual ap
proaches, such as diagrams, should be applied to representing business 
processes, since well-chosen graphical representations can readily con
vey considerable amounts of information.

User interface design is all about visualisation, since the user interface 
visualises both the data that is edited by a program, and the commands 
to manipulate that data. In direct manipulation, the commands are su
perimposed on the data, right there in the context where they are used.

The underlying reason for visualisation is the enormous capacity of 
humans in visual information processing (Ahlberg & Shneiderman 
1994). Humans can almost instantly recognise features in large dis
plays, recall related images, and identify anomalies. Even larger infor
mation processing power is accomplished by combining visualisation 
with dynamic user control through direct manipulation, where the user 
can make changes to the image and get immediate feedback on those 
changes. Large information spaces can be easily traversed when dy
namic navigation techniques and dynamic queries (i.e. continuous fil
tering and highlighting) are included in the interface.

In this chapter, visualisation is considered only from a static point of 
view. The visualisations are based on the version 4.1.3 of ProcessGuide. 
There is no attempt to introduce completely different or radically new 
visualisations of business processes. Rather, the focus is on developing 
incremental improvements to the current design, based on problems 
that were identified by simulating the users’ goals. Features that in
crease the dynamics for visualisation, namely navigation and editing 
(especially via direct manipulation), are left for chapters 5 and 6.

4.1 Process Steps and Flows
There are currently several problems with the visualisation of process 
steps and flows. A process step can only show its name and description, 
one icon for all the documents linked to it, and another icon for all the 
attached notes (Figure 15). Documents are called information items, 
which is difficult implementation terminology.

Create a prioritised 
goal list and use 

scenarios
________________

Figure 15. A process step.
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Resources for the process step cannot be displayed, and the names of 
the information items remain hidden behind the interface. The proc
essing time of a process step can only be expressed by a number, which 
is most of the time out of sight and which is difficult for the user to 
make visible on the process chart. Below, these problems are discussed 
one by one in more detail.

Problem: Information item is implementation terminology
In ProcessGuide, the user can include so called information items in her 
process models. In principle, there are two kinds of information items:

a) ones that are linked to some concrete files or web pages, and

b) ones that are not.

An information item of type a) usually finks to a template, an instruc
tion or guideline document, or a model document. Such an item is usu
ally finked to a process step.

The type b) usually represents an abstract document: a document that 
will be created when the process is actually carried out. Such an infor
mation item is usually connected to a flow. An information item of type 
b) can also act as a placeholder for a concrete document (for example, a 
template) which the user is going to fink to the process model later. In 
this case, the information item is usually connected to a process step.

The problem is that information item is not familiar terminology to the 
user. This breaks Nielsen’s (1994) second heuristic for user interface 
design: speaking the users' language.

Solution
An alternative term to information item needs to be found. One possi
bility is to split the concept into two different ones: document links (type 
a) and document placeholders (type b).

However, the two are closely related, as document placeholders can be 
turned into document links by finking a concrete file to it (for example, 
a guideline). On the other hand, the concept of a document is probably 
also slightly vague to many users, as a document can be many things: a 
spreadsheet, a diagram, a memo, a template, etc. Here, a document can 
always be either a file or a web page. Then again, it is not clear whether 
all users can distinguish between a file and a web page, because a web 
page can be thought as just a file residing in the Internet.

Despite the difficulties with the term document, it is a better choice 
than an information item. The term information item is unfamiliar to 
all users.
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Problem: Seeing documents on process steps
Currently, all documents connected to a process step are displayed with 
only one icon and no descriptive text (Figure 15). The user cannot see 
directly how many or what kinds of documents are linked to a process 
step. It is also difficult to distinguish between the two kinds of docu
ments (document placeholders and documents links).

Solution
There should be one icon per each document connected to a process 
element (Figure 16), so that the user can see how many and what kinds 
of documents are linked to an activity or a flow (cf. Cooper 1995, pp. 43- 
46). In addition, the names of the documents should be displayed di
rectly on the process step.

The two kinds of documents (document links and document 
placeholders) must be visually distinguished from one another, because 
they behave differently. Therefore, all documents that are connected to 
concrete files (i.e. document links) should be represented with the stan
dard Windows icons of the respective file types. A small arrow should 
be pasted on top of the icons to indicate that it is a shortcut, and that 
the user is able to open the linked file by double-clicking the icon. If the 
standard icons seem slightly too large, they should be scaled down a lit
tle with sub-pixel accuracy. For example, the icons could be displayed in 
full size when to zoom is set to 150%, and otherwise scaled down ac
cordingly.

For those documents that are not associated with any files (i.e. docu
ment placeholders), a default icon with a clearly distinctive visual iden
tity should be used, without any shortcut arrows (Figure 16).

A document link, 
indicated by a 
Windows icon and 
a shortcut arrow.

Document 
placeholders: no 
concrete files are 
yet linked to them.

Create a prioritised 
goal list and use 
scenarios

Guidelines on Goa... 
Q Template for a Pri...
Q Template for Use Scenarios

3?
Figure 16. Showing documents within a process step by displaying icons

and labels.

The user should also be allowed to show just the icons with no labels to 
save space. In that case, the name of a document should be displayed 
with a tool tip when the user moves the mouse over its icon (Figure 17).
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If there is not enough space for the labels within a particular process 
step, the icon-only view should be automatically toggled.

Create a prioritised 
goal list and use 
scenarios

__________

Template for Use Scenarios

Figure 17. Showing documents within a process step by displaying icons
only.

Problem: Seeing documents on flows
The current distinction between information and control flows in Proc- 
essGuide is dubious. The two kinds of flows are rendered, by default, in 
exactly the same way, although the user, in principle, is able to cus
tomise them to look different. Currently, the user can add documents to 
control flows. However, those documents are not displayed on the proc
ess chart, and they can be accessed only from the properties dialog box. 
A control flow can be freely labelled.

An information flow, on the contrary, cannot be freely labelled. Instead, 
it is named after the main documents that it carries. However, no icon 
is displayed for that document, and a possible document file or web 
page linked to it cannot be accessed directly from the process chart. 
There can also be additional documents, which, again, are not shown on 
the process chart. Instead, they are shown within the properties dialog 
box of the flow, but are placed on a different tab than where the main 
document is shown.

The main document for an information flow, as well as the additional 
documents, must be created in a separate dialog box — the user cannot 
just type in the name of a new document. Due to these reasons, the us
ers, in practise, use control flows when they want to show several 
documents for one flow. They put the names of the documents in the la
bel of the flow, which they can type in directly, without special dialog 
boxes. They lose the ability to fink these documents to particular files, 
but because they can show and edit the document names easily, they 
are more than willing to accept the trade-off.
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Current flow implementation is show in Figure 18.

Syst< m Architecture 
Spec ifications. Sub-System 
Archi ecture Specification

Irtegre

<t'
Figure 18. Currently, user use control flows to show what kind of docu

ments or information is moved between activities.

Solution
What, after all, is the semantic difference between information and con
trol flows? What is a control flow? Supposedly, a control flow represents 
a causal relationship between process steps. However, there always 
must be some information carried, if there is actually a causal relation
ship between process steps. Perhaps a control flow impUes a causal re
lationship where no substantial amount of information is transferred.

Therefore, the suggested solution is to abolish the difficult distinction 
between control and information flows. Control flows should be infor
mation flows, to which no documents have been added.

Moreover, all the documents linked to a flow should be shown directly 
on the process chart. There should be an icon next to each one, in the 
same way as with process step boxes. There should be a visually dis
tinctive icon for documents with no associated files (document 
placeholders), because icons act as handles for manoeuvring the docu
ments. For a document with an associated file, the icon offered by Win
dows for that particular file type should be used. These improvements 
allow the user to quickly see all the documents and the types of the files 
that are associated with them, as well as access the linked files. The 
new design is illustrated in Figure 19, where there are three flows visi
ble, with zero, one and two documents attached, each represented by 
both an icon and a label.
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System Architecture Specifications 
Sub-System Architecture Specificatio i

Plan integration Q|n

rchitecture

Figure 19. Displaying several documents on a flow.

Problem: Erratic behaviour of flow labels
Currently, many users of ProcessGuide complain about the erratic be
haviour of flow labels. When the flows are changed, or the organisa
tional units are resized, the labels typically move away from the flows. 
In addition, the user is allowed to move the label anywhere, also away 
from the flow. The result is that the users spend a lot of time position
ing the flow labels, then make some changes to the model, and find out 
that their carefully positioned labels have floated away. Furthermore, it 
is difficult to determine, which label belongs to which arrow, when 
there are many arrows close by.

Solution
Creating an algorithm that can produce a good network layout is a dif
ficult computational problem. Still, the solution is not to make the users 
do the work. The users do not want to spend time on moving the labels 
around. They want the program to do the work, and to offer better de
faults.

Therefore, all the flow labels should stick to the flow arrows, and the 
users should not be allowed to move the labels away from the arrows - 
just to reposition the labels within the arrow. The same should apply to 
the documents that are connected to flows. Their icons should he on the 
arrow, and their labels should be right adjacent to the icons (Figure 19). 
This way, the labels cannot possibly wander all around the chart. 
Moreover, an icon helps to connect the name of a document to a par
ticular arrow by pinpointing the correct flow.

Problem: Seeing the resources
The user cannot see the resource data for an activity, because it is hid
den behind a dialog box chain, out of context, and separated from the 
resource data of the other process steps.
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Figure 20. Hiding and showing the resources section of a process step.
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Solution
Allow showing the resource data inside the process step box. Allow the 
user to hide the resource data, as resources are not always an impor
tant aspect of a process model. Hiding and re-showing resource data on 
a process step is illustrated in Figure 20.

Problem: Cluttered process chart
The process chart can become cluttered with all the different kinds of 
information visible at the same time. In order to concentrate visual 
analysis to a particular point of interest, the user should be able to hide 
away some elements from the process chart.

With the current user interface, the user can hide some process ele
ments by using the Show/Hide Options Bar, depicted in Figure 21 
below, which is however itself well hidden in the interface. It can only 
be brought up from the context menu of the background area (Figure 
14). The bar contains drop-down lists, using which the user can show or 
hide groups, notes and flows. Functionality to show measures and re
lated cases are also found in this options bar.

a) Menus closed

b) Menus opens Show all flows transferred by Any transfer type

Show all flows Electronic Document ^
Show information flows Electronic Mail
Show material flows Fax
Show control flows Forklift
Hide all flows Information System

Mail
Person
Ship *

¡Hide notes zl
4Show notes ______ f

|Show group si

Show group
|Hide groups

Measure ¡Processingtime Case ¡Base values hh:mm:ss m

Figure 21. Show/Hide Options Bar in ProcessGuide 4.1.3.

Solutions
Show model elements dialog
Create a Show Model Elements dialog box (Figure 22) to show or hide 
graphical model elements. This dialog box is also modeless and changes 
within it are immediately reflected on the process chart. The toggle
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buttcon to bring up the dialog should be close to the search term field 
and find document buttcon in the toolbar.

Measures and cases that are shown in the bottom of Figure 21a and b, 
are out of scope for this work. Currently, they are handled similarly to 
the graphical model elements. However, they should be handled sepa
rately elsewhere, because they are used in a very different way from 
the other elements that are of visual nature. A more detailed design for 
handling processing times was presented in 4.3, in relation to showing 
time in the process chart.

Figure 22. A modeless dialog box for globally showing and hiding model 
elements. Changes are immediately reflected on the process chart.

Hiding individual sections within process steps
The designs for visualising more data within process steps may create 
too much clutter at times. Therefore, the user should be allowed to hide 
some of the sections both globally and for individual process steps. The 
same Show Model Elements dialog box, illustrated in Figure 22, can be 
used to hide sections globally. This modeless dialog box is tightly cou
pled (Ahlberg & Shneiderman 1994) with the process chart so that 
changes in the dialog are immediately reflected on the chart. Hiding 
sections (resources, notes, documents) within individual process steps 
was illustrated in Figure 20 above.
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Problem: Hiding organisational units
The user’s point of interest in the model varies, and at times, some or
ganisational units are not of interest when considering some parts of 
the process. Currently, however, the user is not able to hide those units 
that are irrelevant to the user’s current task.

Solution
Allow hiding individual organisational units by dragging its bottom 
edge onto its top edge, or vice versa. A hidden organisational unit is 
shown as a narrow handle between visible units (Figure 23), similarly 
to hidden blocks within process steps. The unit is re-shown by clicking 
the handle. Hiding can also be done from the properties dialog box of 
the organisational unit.

Customer

Request
changes

Change req

Product Support Proc

1
Show 'Embedded Software Process' planning

, , ^ ........T*.......... Cl---- 1

Integration and 
System Test

Figure 23. Three hidden organisational units are shown as handles on the
left.

Problem: Notes
Currently, the user can add “post-it notes” to the process chart, which is 
a widely used feature. Notes are yellow boxes with text written in them, 
attached to the face of the process chart.

A note can be connected to a process step in two ways: either by select
ing the process step from a drop-down list in the note’s properties dialog
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box (Figure 24), or by dragging the note over a process step. In the first 
case, the note stays where it is, but a little yellow icon appears within 
the process step, so that, in effect, the note exists simultaneously in two 
different places. If the user right-clicks the icon, its text is displayed in 
a menu-like manner.

In the second case, a little yellow icon again appears within the process 
step, but the actual note disappears from the chart. Furthermore, the 
note, now in the form of a little yellow icon, cannot later be restored to 
its original big posture. Its text is only accessible by a right-click over 
the icon.

System Testing
М3 Review

The note and
its properties dialog boxAttend Review: 

l&ST,
Documentation, 
Г] NMSWP Properties for 

the note 
are accessed 
from its context 
menu, or by 
double-clicking 
the note

Figure 24. Connecting a note to a process step from the Note Properties
dialog box.

Solution
Make the two ways of connecting a note to a process element distinct. 
The note should either be visually connected to a process step and re
main on the chart as a separate element (Figure 25), or appear within 
the process step (see Figure 20a-e). The third alternative is that the 
note is not at all connected to any process step, in which case no visual 
connections are shown.
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Figure 25. A note connected to a process step.

In the first case, the connection of the note to a process step should be 
displayed visibly on the chart by joining the note to the process step by 
a thin grey line, as shown in Figure 25. The connection can be deleted 
by clicking the fine and pressing DELETE, or by dragging away one of 
the two fine ends. A new connection can be made by dragging the note’s 
hotspot onto a process step. If the process step, to which the note is at
tached, is moved, the note should move with it and remain in the same 
position relative to the process step.

In the second case, the note should appear within the process element 
with its text directly visible, as illustrated in Figure 20. The note should 
look similar to a document within the process step, with a few excep
tions. The note text should be preceded by a small yellow icon; the note 
text can wrap to several Unes; and its background is yellow. The note 
can be dragged off the step by dragging the icon onto the chart. To save 
space, the property dialog of the process step also allows showing only 
the yellow note icon, similarly to documents.

4.2 Showing Process Hierarchy and Groups
Problem
The concept of a sub-process is very similar to a group. In fact, a sub
process can be understood as a group of process steps that have been 
hidden from the parent level and replaced with a sub-process box.

The current implementation of groups (Figure 26) is quite weak.
Groups are shown by an ellipse that is connected to two process steps. 
The steps between them should be understood to belong to the group.
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The ellipse and the lines add to the visual clutter, and few users seem 
to use them.

On the other hand, the problem with sub-processes is that they cannot 
be easily expanded onto the parent process level. This would be neces
sary for studying the connections between two parallel sub-processes. 
Currently, therefore, in such situations, all the sub-processes are often 
drawn directly on the parent process level, adding to the visual clutter. 
They cannot be abstracted away without losing the ability to see the 
sub-processes in their context.

Programming
cycle

Modules./Are all modules Yes^ 
done? '/

Code
Review Module TestingModule Coding

Source Files 
Module Test 
Plans

Source Files 
Module Test 
Plans

Module Test 
Reports

Code Review 
minutes

Figure 26. Current group implementation: an ellipse with a name.

Solution
Combine the concepts of sub-processes and groups. Sub-processes are 
groups that have been collapsed into one process element box, but 
which can be opened back to the parent process level.

Create a group by making a multiple selection and then giving it a 
name by editing its title box (Figure 27). All the steps belonging to a 
group should be highhghted with the same colour, which can be 
changed from the control next to the group title (Figure 27). The dura
tion of the steps of the group can be changed by dragging the edge of 
the group or editing the processing time tag. The group can be collapsed 
and expanded from the controls next to its title name box.

Problem: Sub-processes are not visually distinct enough
The visual representation of a sub-process does not really hint at it be
ing a sub-process; sub-processes are rather similar to process steps.
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Solution: Differentiating sub-process element in the chart
The sub-process box (i.e. a collapsed group) in the chart could be visu
ally differentiated from other elements by rendering a toned-down im
age of the contents of the sub-process in the background of the sub
process box (Figure 28). This way the user can also immediately get a 
feel of the contents of the sub-process without having to navigate into it.

Д Zl
"

CD HZ!
Click

Figure 27. The behaviour of groups and sub processes.
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Figure 28. Rendering the sub-process, i.e. a collapsed group (Tilauksen 
kustannuskartoitus in the picture).

4.3 Visualising Time
Currently, users of ProcessGuide are not able to take the full advantage 
of their process models, because ProcessGuide does not understand 
causal relationships, chronological order, processing times or calendar 
time. The program’s lack of understanding of dependencies and 
chronological order makes it difficult for the user to edit models. For 
example, adding new activities in the middle of the model is cumber
some.

Although process models themselves are abstract and not connected to 
concrete time, scheduling and lead-times are definitely important in 
projects. Especially in knowledge-intensive processes, actual work is of
ten carried out in projects. Since process models lay out a structure for 
individual projects, and that structure affects the lead-times of the con
crete projects, time becomes a consideration also with process models. 
Due to these reasons, it is necessary to introduce new functionality to 
ProcessGuide to allow the software to utilise dependencies in arranging 
the process steps and to show processing times in the process chart.

4.3.1 A Separate View or an Integrated View?
There are two alternative solutions to adding new time-related func
tionality to ProcessGuide. Either the new functionality can be inte
grated into the current flow chart view, or there could be a new view of 
the process model, which would include such new functionality.

These are reasons to integrate functionality related to time into the 
current flow chart view:

• Specifying how the two different views (current flow chart view and 
a new timeline view) would affect one another seems very difficult.
If process elements are created in one view, they should also appear 
in the other. However, this raises a question related to the layout:
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where exactly? Furthermore, editing two simultaneous views seems 
like useless a chore that doubles the user’s work.

• Creating a separate view may double also the programmer’s work, 
especially when maintaining the software.

These are reasons to create a new, separate timeline view:

• In process models, some process steps can be very short, or there 
can be large variations in the processing times of the activities. In 
such cases, the user can see individual process steps and the overall 
process structure clearly in the current flow chart view, because the 
processing times are shown visually only in the separate timeline 
view.

• Compatibility with earlier versions of ProcessGuide may be easier to 
maintain, as new functionality is capsulated in a new view.

• Forcing a view, to which time-related functionality is integrated, 
might impose penalties to those users who do not wish to model the 
time dimension in their process models. Presently, there are also 
such users. Time and causal dependencies might not be an impor
tant factor in some processes, if the biggest problems in the process 
lie elsewhere, such as in the interfaces or responsibilities between 
different processes or activities.

The argument for the last reason could be undermined, if we can design 
such a user interface that it does not bother those users who do not 
want to model time. Some encumbering seems inevitable, as unneces
sary functions in the user interface are bound to slow the users who 
must then spend time wondering all the new functions finding the ones 
they need.

However, the time-related functions are not needed only for modelling 
processing times. Also those users who do not want to model processing 
times probably want to specify the chronological order of the activities, 
or specify that some activities occur in parallel. They would also benefit 
from the program understanding causal relationships.

One possibility could be using different process model templates for 
models with and without the explicit time dimension. However, asking 
the user to choose one or the other kind in the beginning is probably not 
a good idea. In general, a program should make a reasonable guess, and 
then let the user improve on it.

A similar idea to having model templates is having view configurations, 
which could possibly be changed on the fly. A view configuration would 
contain instructions on what to display or hide on the screen: a time
line, processing times for the steps, or even time-related commands.
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4.3.2 Constituents of Visualising Time and Relationships
The starting point for visualising time in the process model is realising 
that the current models already contain the essential ingredients of 
Gantt charts. Gantt charts show types of activities and their dependen
cies to one another. In ProcessGuide models, the flow arrows can be 
understood to represent these dependencies. If there is a flow of infor
mation or material from one process step to another, there is a causal 
and chronological relationship between them. A lot of users’ work could 
be saved, if the program understood that a process step that gets input 
from another step’s output cannot take place before the latter.

Recognising that process steps are always shown in chronological order 
naturally leads to a design where a timeline is shown besides the model 
and where processing times are represented with the widths of process 
steps. By imposing a temporal interpretation to the process chart, we 
can take advantage of the fact that viewers usually interpret closely po
sitioned network nodes as being related to one another (Eick 1998). 
With the time dimension, horizontally closely positioned process steps 
are also temporally close to each other. This design improves the data 
density of the process chart - an improvement of the visualisation 
(Tufte 1983).

The basic constituents of showing time in ProcessGuide are hence

• allowing the user to represent processing times of activities by the 
width of the process steps,

• allowing the location of a process step to represent its location on 
the timeline,

• utilising the dependencies shown by the flow arrows, and

• allowing the user to display a timeline on top of the process chart.

With the above changes, ProcessGuide will have understanding about 
the processing times and the relationship between process steps. This 
allows ProcessGuide to automatically arrange process steps and com
pute the critical path through the process model. The critical path 
should be (optionally) visualised on the process chart for example by 
showing the steps and arrows along the path with thick red edges 
(Figure 29). The computation of the critical path and lead-time should 
be dynamic, similarly to spelling check in Microsoft Word, so that the 
computation takes place in a continuous background process. As soon 
as the user makes changes to the process model, the changes are taken 
into account and the new critical path is visualised. Computation of the 
critical path is an O(m) algorithm (where m is the number of arrows), 
so the computation is very feasible even with rather large models. Even 
if computation is slow with large models, it happens in the background,
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hence not slowing the user, and as soon as the computations are ready, 
the result is visualised in the process chart.

Interpreting flow arrows also as causal dependencies creates a problem 
with loops. The flow arrows are commonly used to create loops to indi
cate that there is iteration within the process. This was the case with 
over half of the process models that were studied in this project. A flow 
arrow that points backwards can be considered to create a feedback 
loop. Such feedback arrows should be recognised in the chart and visu
alised differently, for example, with a two-colour dashed line (Figure 
29). Loops also raise the question of how to consider them when show
ing the critical path and computing lead-time. One solution, which is 
simple to implement and visualise, is just to ignore the feedback ar
rows.

Milestone and
Timeline its name

- . . Phase names _

3^ Critical

Vx, tw

Ar

ArtCi

V*, f1 f —«U i«

A spreadsheet of 
processing times A feedback ijrrow

Figure 29. Time-related functionality.

To allow the user to see the numerical values of the processing times, to 
compare them with one another, and to easily edit them, a spreadsheet 
of processing times is needed. The spreadsheet should be displayed in a 
panel that is separated from the process chart with a resizable spht. 
That way, it does not cover the chart or encumber the user by requiring 
her to organise and arrange windows (cf. Cooper 1995, pp. 173, 177-
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178). Therefore, a spreadsheet panel with a resizable edge on the bot
tom of the chart seems like a plausible solution (Figure 29). The spread
sheet must by tightly coupled (Ahlberg & Shneiderman 1994) with the 
chart, which is the main view to the process model. Thus, when a proc
ess step is selected, its processing time column is also highlighted in the 
spreadsheet, and vice versa (North & Shneiderman 1997). Additionally, 
the column could be connected to the process step with a thin Une to 
enhance the connection.

Columns in the spreadsheet should be arranged so that they are in the 
same order, from left to right, as the process step in the chart, to pre
serve a reasonable mapping between the two. However, it is unclear, 
whether the order of the columns should be changed on the fly, if the 
order of the process steps in the chart is changed. It may cause visual 
difficulties to the user.

There is no much need to scroll the spreadsheet columns horizontally, 
because finding and selecting process steps in the chart is easier than 
finding the right column directly on the spreadsheet. Therefore, space 
can be saved by not having a separate scroUbar for the sheet. Possibly 
there could be small marks next to the chart’s scroUbar to show which 
steps are visible in the spreadsheet.

Milestones are used to divide the process chart into different phases. It 
should be possible to connect milestones to activities by dragging them 
on top of an activity. The activity should visually indicate connection 
during the drag. It should also be possible to name the phases between 
milestones. The names should be displayed on top of the process chart 
and edited there directly (Figure 29).

A timehne should be displayed on top of the process chart. By default, 
the timehne should show abstract time in working days, starting with 
zero for the start of the leftmost process step. Right-cUcking the time
hne should bring up a context-menu, from which the properties dialog 
box for the timeline can be brought up. If no other use appears for 
clicking the timehne, just a simple click could also bring up the dialog. 
From there, the timehne can be configured so that instead of abstract 
time, calendar time is shown. The user can configure both the date from 
which the process starts and the option of taking or not taking the 
weekend days into account. The configuration could also include 
whether vertical fines are drawn across the chart for major tick-marks 
of the timehne.

There are problems with especially calendar time, where hohdays, 
working hours and such bring up additional comphcations. Using 
working days as units and assuming free weekends are reasonable as
sumptions for knowledge-intensive work, which is the emphasis area 
for this work. Designing time-related functionahty suitable for produc
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tion processes is more complicated, as some activities may be very 
short, for example, just a few minutes. In production processes, there 
may also be considerations with work shifts, as some work may be done 
in just one 8-hour shift per day, and some other work in three shifts per 
day.

The timeline can be contracted by dragging over it. During the drag, 
the centre of the timeline currently visible remains in place. Dragging 
away from the centre expands the timeline, hence making process steps 
appear larger. Dragging towards the centre contracts the timeline, 
hence showing a longer period of time on one screen.

Due to contracting the timeline, one problem becomes more severe.
How to show very short, and hence, narrow process steps? If the user 
contracts the timeline much, practically all steps will be short. There 
are alternative solutions. First, the information within the process step 
can be just truncated, in which case it could be shown completely only 
when the mouse is over the process step. Second, the text could “spill” 
over the right edge. Third, the contents could be shown next to the nar
row process step, possibly in another box connected to the original. 
Probably the second alternative is best, since it allows the user to see 
the data at all times, without introducing new elements to the chart.

4.4 Use of Colour
Edward Tufte (1991) discusses the use of colours in presenting informa
tion, and suggests the use of muted, low-contrast colours, and states 
that the grand strategy is to use colours found in nature, instead of 
bright, high-contrast, glaring colours. Imhof (1982, quoted in Tufte 
1991, p. 90) discusses the characteristic mix of cartographic science and 
art:

Large area background or base-colours should do their work most 
quietly, allowing the smaller, bright areas to stand out most viv
idly, if the former are muted, greyish or neutral. For this very good 
reason, grey is regarded in painting to be one of the prettiest, most 
important and most versatile colours. Strongly muted colours, 
mixed with grey, provide the best background for the coloured 
theme. This philosophy applies equally to map design.

This philosophy applies equally well to design of process charts, which 
essentially map the business processes of an enterprise.

The users of a process modelling software are probably not aware of 
such guidelines for the use of colours. However, this should not be used 
as an excuse to dump the users with a bad set of colours for their proc
ess models. The software should make it easy to do things right, and 
more difficult (or impossible) to do things wrong.
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Currently, ProcessGuide offers white as the standard background col
our when creating new organisational units (Figure 30). The organisa
tional units are separated by a pitch black dashed line, creating a 
strong contrast with the white background and increasing chartjunk 
(Tufte 1983; Tufte 1991, p. 59).
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Figure 30. Default colours offered by ProcessGuide are white and black.

According to the visual design strategy of the smallest effective differ
ence, all visual distinctions should be made as subtle as possible, but 
still clear and effective (Tufte 1997, pp. 73-77). The users do want to 
distinguish between the different organisational units. A design that is 
well effective enough, is having different shades of grey for their back
ground, such as 2.5%, 5.0% and 7.5% shades of grey. So instead of 
white, the background colours should be selected automatically from 
that set of three shades of grey in such a way, that the new organisa
tional unit does not have the same shade as the adjoining units. An 
edge line between the units does further help to distinguish between 
them, but only the presence of a thin Une is needed (Tufte 1991, p. 94). 
Hence, an edge with a 25% shade should be drawn (Figure 32).

Moreover, other edges in a process chart should also be calmed down by 
default. The edges of process steps are now black, but they should be 
toned down to some shade of grey. An even easier design for the user is 
using a darker tone of the background colour of the process step for the 
edge, because then the user does not need to configure the edge colour. 
An edge with 75% brightness of the background colour seems effective 
enough (Figure 32).

In addition, the default colour palette of the program should offer the 
user with good, muted, low-contrast and natural colours for the back
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ground (Figure 32), when the user wishes to change the defaults. Cur
rently, the user can use such good colours, but doing so is more difficult 
than using the default set of mostly bright, high-contrast, glaring col
ours (Figure 31). That should be reversed.

On the other hand, there should be more contrasting colours available 
for backgrounds of the process steps, should the user wish to specify her 
own colours. The process steps and links between them are the inter
esting data in a process chart, so they can stand out.

Figure 31. The current palette offers glaring colours.
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Figure 32. Suggested new design for default colors and the default pal
ette.
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4.5 Use of Screen Real Estate
Problem
The user is able to see only a small part of the process model at a time, 
due to administrative stuff taking up space on the screen, and due to 
low screen resolution.

Solution
The users of ProcessGuide should be encouraged to use as large screens 
as possible. For better overall use of money, users should be recom
mended to have screens of at least the size of 19 inches and resolutions 
of at least 1280x1024. Such investments are very reasonable, consider
ing the price of Proce ssGuide software.

Every effort should be made to remove unnecessary junk from the 
screen, in Une with Tufte’s law of maximising the ratio of data pixels to 
total number of pixels (adapted from ink to pixels; Tufte 1983, p. 93). 
First, there should be full-screen mode; similar to those offered by Mi
crosoft Word, Excel and Internet Explorer. The full-screen mode would 
strip away unnecessary title bars and window edges, and fill the whole 
screen with the ProcessGuide application.

Second, dockable floating toolbars should be employed instead of static 
ones. Thereupon toolbars can be floated on top of the process model, 
docked next to one another to the top or to the side of the window, or 
hidden entirely, similarly to MS Office programs. Currently, the tool
bars waste many pixels on large or wide screens. In SimLab, Process- 
Guide has been used on an array of four video projectors, each having a 
resolution of 1024x768 pixels, creating a screen that is 4096 pixels wide. 
On such a display, there are approximately 1 million pixels that are 
wasted on blank area in toolbars, status bars, title bars and scrollbars, 
which is about 30% of all the pixels on the screen!

By default, status bar should be turned off. There is not much use for it, 
except that currently a progress bar is occasionally displayed there. Be
cause displaying a progress bar for longer lasting operations is gener
ally a good idea, the progress bar should be displayed elsewhere, if it is 
needed. For slow operations that prevent the use of the program, the 
progress bar can be shown right in the middle of the main window, to
gether with a cancel button (Cooper 1995, pp. 317-318).
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5 Navigating Business Process Models
This chapter discusses the navigation within process models. Process 
models are often rather large, since business processes are often large 
and complex. Furthermore, if the processes of a particular user are 
small and simple, she probably does not need a dedicated process mod
elling tool.

With large data sets, we need navigation techniques that support visual 
information seeking (Jog & Shneiderman 1995). Seeing both the over
view and detail of the data is most important for effective information 
processing (Card et al 1999, pp. 285-286). Navigation techniques, such 
as scrolling, zooming and dynamic queries extend the visualisation of 
data by allowing the user to seek interesting information and change 
the focus of attention between different parts of the data and between 
overview and detail. Smooth navigation combined with visualisation 
brings the user power to visually process information (Ahlberg & 
Shneiderman 1994).

In this chapter, we extend the dynamics of process visualisation by dis
cussing different navigation techniques of visual data. We start by dis
cussing overview and detail, and then move to the process hierarchy, 
displaying of which will further improve the overview. Further tech
niques for navigation are scrolling and zooming, which can also improve 
the overview, if implemented well and smoothly. Dynamic queries, 
namely, continuous filter and highlight, are the last navigation tech
niques discussed in this chapter. Continuous filter is a technique that 
covers both finding and hiding data.

The dynamics are further extended in chapter 6, where dynamic user 
control through direct manipulation and other means of editing the 
process models are discussed.

5.1 Overview and Detail
Problem: Lack of overview
With the current system, the user is not able to see an overview of the 
process, if the process model spans over several screens. The user can 
zoom out within one process, but when doing so, he loses the detail 
level. When zooming in, the context is lost. Visual continuity is also lost, 
because zooming can take place only in large discrete steps.

Solutions 
Miniature map
Show a miniature map (or a bird’s eye view) of the whole process, as in 
Figure 33 (cf. Becker et al 1995). Such a radically compressed process
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chart must be rendered with a sub-pixel accuracy to maintain at least 
some legibility. Show the currently visible area by a rectangle that can 
be repositioned and resized by dragging. The position of the rectangle in 
the miniature map always reflects the area that is in view, also when 
the users scrolls using the scrollbars (North & Shneiderman 1997). The 
miniature map should ideally be placed in either of the two upper cor
ners of the screen, but its position should be such that it does not con
sume too much screen real estate.

Figure 33. Showing the overview with a miniature map and scrollbar back
grounds.

Scrollbars
The scrollbars can be improved with respect to offering an overview of 
the data. They currently offer a limited overview by showing the verti
cal and horizontal position of the view area within the model. In addi
tion to this, they should show the relative size of the view area in com
parison to the whole model. Furthermore, the structure of the process 
model can be shown in the backgrounds of the scrollbars, by displaying 
checkpoints in the horizontal scrollbar and edges and colours of organ
isational units in the vertical scrollbar, as illustrated in Figure 33. This
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design makes the use of pixels for scrollbars much more efficient and 
increases the data density of the screen, which, according to Tufte 
(1983), is characteristic to good visual designs.

Problem: Current implementation of fish-eye view
The current system offers a so-called fish-eye view for the purpose of 
being able to see both the overview and details at the same time. Ac
cording to Jog and Shneiderman (1995), fish-eye views are good for pre
senting both overview and detail, as they free the user from the burden 
of mentally integrating two discontinuous pictures. However, they al
ways retain all the information on the screen, making it look cluttered, 
and the distorted view may not preserve some aspects of the picture 
that may be interesting, such as the ratio of two lengths.

The current implementation of the fisheye view (Figure 34) in Process- 
Guide actually employs a distortion technique called bifocal display (as 
described by Leung & Apperley 1994). Unfortunately, that technique 
has the disadvantage of having a discontinuity between the detailed 
view and the distorted view. This can make it difficult for the user to 
track information in the chart. Additionally, in the current implementa
tion, most thin horizontal and vertical lines are not rendered at all 
when they appear in the distorted area, which creates further visual 
discontinuities. In addition, changing the size of the undistorted area 
takes place in a dialog box (Figure 35) that is accessible only through 
the context-menu of the background area (illustrated earlier in Figure 
14). This dialog box contains also other settings, such as the page break 
preview toggle and grid setting, all of which should be moved else
where.

Solution
The discontinuities in a bifocal display are the result of a discontinuous 
magnification function. A better viewing result may be achieved by us
ing a continuous magnification function, such as the functions used in 
the Cartesian, polar, or normalised polar fisheye view, described by 
Sarkar and Brown (1992). Continuous functions, however, impose 
harder requirements on the graphics hardware. If implementing them 
turns out too difficult or the result turns out too slow, a reasonable 
compromise may be using a piecewise constant magnification function 
to approximate a continuous one. This should be easier to implement 
and the result should be faster (Leung & Apperley 1994). However, the 
result will still contain visual discontinuities and the transforms would 
not be as smooth as with continuous functions.

Whichever technique is chosen, the implementation should render the 
chart with sub-pixel accuracy, in order to avoid missing some important 
horizontal and vertical fines. If a bifocal display remains, the size of the
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undistorted area should be changed by dragging its edge, not from a 
dialog box that is accessed in an obscure way.

Figure 34. A screenshot of the current fish eye implementation.

Figure 35. The dialog box for changing the fish eye (and a few other) parameters.
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5.2 Process Hierarchy
Problem
In the current system, the user is not able to see readily, which hierar
chy level is currently visible. Hence, in practise, the overview of the 
process hierarchy is normally hidden. The user is only able to navigate 
in the process hierarchy from the parent process to a child process, and 
vice versa. The commands for navigation are only placed in the context 
menu, accessible by pressing the right mouse button. The command to 
go up to the parent process level can only be accessed by bringing up 
the popup menu over an empty spot on the screen (see Figure 14 ear
lier).

Solutions
Process tree next to the process chart
A solution to the overview problem is to bring a picture of the process 
hierarchy next to the process chart (Figure 36). The currently visible 
sub-process is highlighted on the process tree view. The user can 
change the visible sub-process by clicking on the process tree. Also, if 
the user uses Go down to sub-process level or Go up to parent process 
level commands, the change is always reflected by the highlighting the 
correct process level in the tree view (North & Shneiderman 1997).

Figure 36. Process tree panel.
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It must be possible to hide and bring back the process tree, as it con
sumes a lot of screen real estate. A panel similar to the Search panel in 
Internet Explorer 5 seems appropriate. It can be put away by clicking 
on the close button (x). The command to bring back the tree panel 
should be placed on the toolbar and in the View menu. The width of the 
panel can be changed by dragging the border. The panel design saves 
the user from the excise task of managing overlapping windows.

Commands for navigating the process hierarchy
Go up to parent process level command must be made more visible by 
bringing it to a toolbar. It should also be removed from the context 
menu of the background area, into which it does not semantically be
long. Symmetrically, Go down to sub-process level command should also 
be brought to a toolbar. Both should be greyed, if they do not make 
sense (e.g. if there no sub-process selected, or if there is no parent proc
ess). In addition to a toolbar command, double-clicking a sub-process 
box (anywhere but over the text) should bring up the sub-process.

Problem: Parallel sub-processes
The user cannot see two sub-processes of a single parent process to
gether in the same picture side by side in any way, even if those two 
sub-processes have connections to one another. Only one sub-process 
can currently be viewed at a time, resulting in the loss context for that 
sub-process.

Solution: Collapsing and expanding sub-processes
To allow the user to see parallel sub-processes in the same view, we 
should offer the user a possibility to expand a sub-process to its parent 
process level, both permanently and temporarily.

Expanding sub-processes brings about the problem of how to lay out the 
sub-process steps to the parent process level. With the current imple
mentation, no easy solution seems to exist. However, if we introduce an 
insert mode and new time-related functionality into ProcessGuide, the 
processing times of the sub-process steps can be used to guide the lay
out.

Vice versa, the user should also be able to create a sub-process by se
lecting a group of process elements and making them into a sub
process. The commands for these actions should be placed both into the 
context, i.e. next to the selection (Figure 27), and into the toolbar.

An expanded sub-process is a group, which can be closed again from a 
sub-process button next to the group title, or from the process tree 
panel. The panel should show both the groups (expanded sub-processes) 
and the sub-processes (collapsed or closed groups), and an option to
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turn one into the other. The two different kinds of groups should be 
shown with different icons.

5.3 Scrolling and Zooming
Problem: Scrolling
Scrolling flickers the screen seriously, thus disorienting the user. It is 
difficult to scroll with the scrollbars, as the thumbs are always small 
and do not show the relationship of the size of the visible area to the 
whole process chart. Scrolling in two directions (up and down, or left 
and right) is slow with the scrollbar arrows, because they are wide part 
from one another, making themselves useless. Scrolling in two inde
pendent directions is very slow, because the user has to change from 
one scroll-bar to another.

Solution
Fix the flickering by using better graphical programming and employ
ing a technique such as double-buffering.

Make the thumbs of the scrollbar show the relative size of the visible 
area.

Put the arrows for scrolling to the opposite directions next to one an
other (Cooper 1995, p. 199), as shown in Figure 33.

Allow scrolling by clicking the miniature map, or by dragging the 
mouse there. It the user drags within the miniature map, the view 
must move dynamically to reflect the position within the map. During 
dragging, it may be useful to increase the resolution of mouse move
ments to create smoother scrolling.

Problem: Zooming
The current zooming tools provide only discontinuous zooming, with 
which the user is easily disoriented, losing the sense of context.

Solutions
Continuous smooth zooming is important, as it gives users a feel of fly
ing through space. This allows users to get more detail in areas of in
tense interest and preserves the sense of location with respect to sur
rounding objects (Jog & Shneiderman 1995).

Continuous smooth zooming also improves user’s perception of the 
overview and detail. That, however, relies on the user’s spatial memory 
to provide the overview when some of the interesting objects are off the 
screen. Therefore, smoothness is important, as discontinuities disturb 
the use of spatial memory and disorient the user (Card et al 1999, pp. 
285-286).
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Continuous zooming can be achieved by using a slider for setting the 
zoom factor (Figure 33). In this case, the zooming is done in such a way 
that the centre of the chart remains in place as the zoom factor 
changes. Another possibility is dragging the edge of rectangle that rep
resents the visible area in the miniature map, also shown in Figure 33. 
Consequently, the rectangle shrinks or grows, and the view is zoomed 
in or out. Double-buffering or other techniques of graphical program
ming must be employed to create smooth, continuous and flicker-free 
zooming.

Problem: Zooming the timeline
The user will want to examine both the overview and details of the pro
cess with respect to time, as there can be both short and long activities, 
that are important to the user.

Solution
The horizontal dimension of the process model can be zoomed alone, in
dependently of the vertical dimension, by using the timehne proposed 
earlier. Dragging the timehne either compresses or expands the time
hne, effectively zooming the horizontal direction out or in. During the 
drag, the effect should be immediately shown in the process chart.

Problem: Viewing the process model
Viewing the process model in a simulation game or other kind of 
learning situation is rather difficult. In such a situation, the user does 
not want to edit the model, just to be able to understand it. The user 
wants to grasp the big picture, but also study the details. This requires 
for repetitive scrolling and zooming, which is currently difficult without 
losing orientation or sense of location.

Solution: A mode for scrolling and zooming
To help the user navigate a large process model, we can create a sepa
rate zooming and scrolling mode, which enables scrolling and zooming 
quickly and easily by using mouse only. This way, the two most impor
tant navigation features are brought to the user’s fingertips, supporting 
better the user’s goal of studying the process chart, and removing the 
need to constantly move the mouse between two scrollbars and the 
zoom slider.

In the zooming mode, moving the mouse correspondingly scrolls the 
process model, instead of moving the mouse cursor. Pressing down the 
left or the right mouse button zooms smoothly and continuously in and 
out of the model. As an additional control mechanism, arrow keys and 
the numeric keypad can be used to scroll the screen, and the + and - 
keys can be used to increase and decrease the zoom factor.
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In FilmFinder (Jog & Shneiderman 1995), the second and third mouse 
buttons are used to zoom in and out of the data. Ahlberg and Wistrand 
(1995), too, have used a similar design for zooming in their user inter
face for a visualisation system. Neither application uses the mouse but
tons as the only method of zooming. In addition, they use a modified 
version of a scrollbar, a zoombar, to show overview, scroll, and zoom. 
Similarly with ProcessGuide, mouse buttons are not suggested as the 
only method of zooming.

With mouse buttons, however, relying on the user having three buttons 
is not a very good idea. Many users still do not have, or do not even 
want, a three-button mouse. There are even users, who do have a three- 
button mouse, but whose third button is a wheel, pressing which is 
more difficult than pressing the other two normal buttons. Therefore, it 
is here proposed to use the primary and secondary button for zooming. 
Effectively, that creates a separate mode, since normal operation is 
then impossible. However, the use of the primary button is easier to 
discover, since the user is very likely to try clicking.

The problem with additional modes is that the user may not be aware of 
the mode being active. Therefore, if a mode is implemented, its status 
must be very visible and clear. On top of the screen, right next to the 
toggle button for the mode, appears a text explaining how to escape the 
zooming mode: by pressing the F12 key, a toggle shortcut for the mode. 
An instruction to use the left and right mouse-buttons for zooming 
should also be displayed, at least initially to help the user to discover 
them. In addition to the F12 key, any other key (besides the arrow and 
numeric keys mentioned above) can be used to escape the mode. When 
the user escapes the zooming mode, the screen is restored to its previ
ous state, but the zoom factor and location within the process chart, to 
which the user ended up in the zooming mode, are retained.

In the zooming mode, the toolbars and menu bars are turned off, since 
the user cannot use them anyway, because mouse movements cause the 
process chart to scroll. However, the miniature map remains with 
scrollbars to show overview. The usefulness of the zooming mode can be 
enhanced by first toggling a full screen mode (from the toolbar or by 
hitting the standard Fll shortcut), where all unnecessary administra
tive debris (window borders, start menu, etc) is cleared off the screen.

Since the zooming mode described above is a relatively new design, it 
should be prototyped and user tested. It should be possible to find a 
ready-made module or software package, which, together with a power
ful graphics board, can be used to prototype the zooming mode.

It must be noted that user interface design should not start with com
puter prototyping, for two reasons. Firstly, in practice, programmed 
prototypes are far too difficult to change. By the time a computer proto
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type is changed, many more changes can be made to paper designs. 
Secondly, prototypes have a nasty habit of ending up as parts of the fi
nal software product, effectively undermining their usefulness as de
sign tools. Thirdly, partly functioning prototypes easily create undue 
expectations among customers or ignorant managers, who might not 
understand the amount of work that still needs to be done behind the 
visible interface. Prototyping is a computer-centred process, not user- 
centred, while the latter is the better-suited approach to designing user 
interfaces (Cooper 1994).

5.4 Find and Highlight
Problem
When the user wants to study the testing process and find all the oc
currences of testing activities in a large software process model, she can 
currently use the Find function found in the Search menu. Alterna
tively, she can just try to visually locate all the related objects on the 
chart. Selecting Find from the menu brings up the Find dialog box 
(Figure 37) where the user can enter a search term (e.g. testing) and 
click Find Next. By chcking the Find Next button repeatedly, the user 
can iterate through all the occurrences of her search term within the 
process chart. This dialog box also has direction controls for searching 
Up and Down, which do not make much sense in a two-dimensional 
diagram.

If the search term (testing) is not found, the user is presented with a 
modal dialog box saying, “Text not found!” In such a situation the user 
likely wants to enter another search term (e.g. just test), but is instead 
first required to click OK. It was observed that users do try to start 
writing another search term, without noticing to press the OK button, 
just to hear beeping from the disapproving computer.

In addition, the Find dialog is actually modeless, so it allows other op
erations to take place while it is displayed. However, it looks exactly 
like a modal dialog box, and, moreover, it has a Cancel button, which 
does not cancel anything at all. Things that act differently must look 
different (Tognazzini 1998).

The user cannot use the Find dialog to find linked documents in the 
process model, nor text in other hierarchical levels besides the one cur
rently visible.
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A modeless 
dialog box

"module dseign" 
Xr Text not found!

A modal dialog box

Figure 37. Find dialog box and Text not found error message.

Solutions 

Find text
Bring the Find operation directly to the interface, into a toolbar. The 
toolbar should contain a text field into which the user can write the 
search term. The field should be accessible from the keyboard with the 
standard Ctrl+F keyboard shortcut. When the user writes text into the 
field, the program continuously highlights (Laakso et al 2000) all the 
occurrences of the search term within the process model. In addition to 
the highlighted hits, the elements containing search terms are clearly 
marked, e.g. with red circles around them, or by surrounding the ele
ments with bright yellow. The highlighted elements are shown both in 
the view area and in the miniature map. This way, the user is immedi
ately able to get an overview of where her search terms are located. 
Toyoda et al (2000) have used a similar combination of continuous filter 
and highlighting of search terms for diagrammatic data.

The user can move the viewpoint to a next occurrence by hitting the 
Tab key, and then see the view animated smoothly and quickly to show 
the next occurrence. The user can also toggle a fisheye view4 from the 
toolbar, so that she can see in a single view both a particular occurrence 
of the search term and the overall distribution of the search term in the 
process chart.

Find documents
Create a modeless dialog box (Figure 38) for highlighting documents. 
The dialog is brought up by toggling a button, which is located next to 
the Find text field and which brings up a dialog box just below the but

4 The term fisheye view has been used inconsistently in the literature. See Leung 
and Apparley (1994) for a unified terminology and discussion on different distor
tion and fisheye views.
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ton. The dialog can also be moved elsewhere by dragging its title bar. 
The dialog is closed by re-clicking the button, or by cbcking the close 
icon on the dialog box.

The Find Documents dialog box contains two lists. The first shows the 
existing documents in the model, and the second, an initially empty list, 
shows the documents the user wants to find. The user can drag items 
from the first list to the second to see, where they appear in the process 
chart. The user can also drag documents directly from the model into 
the second list, to find out the other locations of the same document 
within the chart. The first row of the first list is reserved for entering 
filtering criteria (Laakso 1999). Filtering is useful because there can be 
a large number of linked documents in a large process model.

Find Documents
All Existing Documents
B Nnme.
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Figure 38. Dialog box for finding documents.
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6 Editing Business Process Models
This chapter presents ideas on how to improve editing business process 
models in ProcessGuide. We start with situations where the current 
system employs dialog boxes. We then look at the Save As dialogs in 
more detail and discuss the general Save problem. Then, we present di
rect manipulation concepts and their application to ProcessGuide. Next, 
toolbars and menus are examined. Finally, solutions to modelling time 
and causal relationships are discussed.

6.1 Dialog Boxes
Traditional, modal dialog boxes interrupt the user’s task by saying: 
“Stop what you are doing and deal with me now. When you are done, 
you can return to what you were doing.” (Cooper 1995, pp. 302-303) It 
follows the implementation model of the programmers; the modal dialog 
box is the user interface counterpart of a subroutine or function. Al
though the scope and the purpose of modal dialog boxes are usually 
easy to understand, they break the users’ flow of work.

Modeless dialogs, on the other hand, do not interrupt the user. The user 
can go on using the program just as usual; the modeless dialog just of
fers its extra services. The biggest problem with modeless dialog is that 
they usually look just like the modal dialog boxes, which, although ex
hibiting a weak design, are more familiar to the users. Because the two 
dialog box types behave in radically different ways, they should also 
look different (Tognazzini 1998). Currently, there is not yet a standard 
way to create that important visual distinction, but good solutions are 
coming up.

The first visual distinction always comes from the difference in termi
nating commands. Modal dialog boxes should always offer the com
mands OK and Cancel to the user. However, a Close command (includ
ing the standard close box 0! in the upper right corner of a window) 
must not be offered, as it is unclear, what the consequence is (Cooper 
1995, pp. 325-328; Microsoft 1999). Are the changes saved or not? On 
the other hand, modeless dialog boxes must offer a Close command, not 
OK or Cancel commands, and it seems best to employ the standard clo- 
sebox in the upper right corner.

The second visual distinction between modal and modeless dialogs 
could come from the recognition that modeless dialogs behave similarly 
to floating toolbars, whose caption bars are rendered with a smaller 
font. This is a good design for another reason, too: modeless dialog 
boxes should aggressively conserve precious pixels.
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6.1.1 Changing Colours in a Dialog Box
Problem
The users have needs to visually differentiate some process elements 
from the others. For example, a user may need to prepare a presenta
tion on the critical success factors of the company’s processes so that 
those factors continue receiving special attention in the future. For this 
purpose, a user may want to prepare a version of the process model 
where all the activities that have been identified as being critical to 
success are highlighted with a different colour. In the current system, 
changing the colour of process elements makes the user traverse 
through two consecutive dialog boxes, and if the user wants use custom 
colours, three dialog boxes. These dialog boxes are only accessible 
through the context-sensitive menu, as shown in Figure 39.

i
* Specify architecture

'Ian and

Figure 39. Changing colours.
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The first dialog box, Graphical Properties, contains a redundant pre
view copy of the process element whose colour the user wants to 
change. The last dialog, Defining Custom Colours, has serious user in
terface problems, because the user can easily lose colours she has cre
ated. A small set of custom colours that the user can configure is on the 
bottom left. The definition of the colour takes place on the right side, 
and the colour is saved by clicking the Add to Custom Colours button. 
However, the user cannot tell, which slot will then be replaced. She 
cannot define the slot by clicking it, because then the newly defined col
our is lost and replaced by the old contents of the slot. These custom 
palettes are not even saved with the model, so any user-defined colours 
are lost every time the process model is closed.

Solution
First, changing the colour should be a more straightforward operation. 
There should be a toolbar buttcon for changing colours (and possibly 
other graphical properties), similar to those in Microsoft Office 97 ap
plications. The default colour palette that is accessed by clicking the 
small arrow next to the buttcon (Figure 40) should offer good enough a 
set of colours for most purposes, so that the user does not need to cus
tomise colours. This default palette should offer grey and muted colours 
for the background of the chart, and stronger and more contrasting col
ours for process chart elements (Tufte 1991). The drop-down menu can 
be changed to a floating palette (modeless dialog) by dragging its title 
bar off the buttcon.

The menu 
can be 
changed to 
a floating 
toolbar by 
dragging 
the title bar 
off the 
buttcon
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Figure 40. Drop-down menu for colour selection.
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The drop-down menu accessed from the colour buttcon should have a 
Customise»> entry to allow the user to specify her own colours for the 
palette. Selecting it enlarges the menu and turns it into a floating tool
bar, as shown in Figure 41. In that dialog, the user can configure any of 
the colours in the palette. The colours can be rearranged, deleted and 
copied by dragging and dropping. These direct manipulation operations 
are hinted by the mouse cursor.

The last entry in the palette is a new colour, onto which existing colours 
can be copied by dragging, or which can be directly edited. If a new col
our is defined, another new colour entry appears. The original default 
palette can always be found behind the Default tab, where the colours 
cannot be edited.

The palette must always be saved with the process model.
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Figure 41. Customising the colour palette.

6.1.2 Creating a New Model 
Problem
When the user selects the New entry in the File menu or clicks on the 
New buttcon in the toolbar, he ends up with a very difficult looking in
terrogation dialog box shown in Figure 42 below. This dialog box looks 
very frightening for new users, as they do not understand many of the 
terms in this dialog. Getting such a dialog box does not match with the 
user’s assumption that she gets an empty process chart by clicking the 
New button.
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In user observations, it was noted that the dialog made users very con
fused. One user even tried to start creating the model itself in this dia
log box, and did not dare to click OK because he had not yet accom
plished the results he wanted. He could not know that just dismissing 
this dialog with an OK would give him the result he anticipated.

Figure 42. The dialog that appears when the user want to create a new
model.

Solution
Scrap the dialog box.

It seems that the purpose of the dialog is to allow the user to use differ
ent templates. However, the templates are not at all shown in this dia
log. Also, the program does not ship with any templates, so a new user 
cannot possibly find any.

It could also be possible to change the behaviour of the New Model dia
log box by making it similar to Office products. The dialog box is 
brought up only if the New command is accessed through the menu. 
Clicking the New buttcon on the toolbar would simply create an empty 
default model. The New Model dialog box should only offer a choice of 
templates in a fist that is clearly shown, like in Microsoft Word.
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6.1.3 Creating Documents 
Problem
Many companies store document templates, work guidelines and model 
documents in some kind of a large document repository, where the 
documents are hierarchically organised. A better place for such docu
ments may be within the process model, where the documents can be 
shown in their actual work context. However, Unking documents or 
Web pages to process models is now difficult. To do that, the user must 
go through five consecutive dialog boxes, and click on buttons that are 
not very obvious at all (Figure 9). If several documents are linked to a 
single process step or flow, still only one icon is displayed. Moreover, 
each document must be added separately. Furthermore, documents 
connected to flows are not shown at all in the process chart, and one 
document is treated differently from the other ones, and used as a name 
for the flow.

Solutions
Linking documents by drag and drop
The easiest way to Unk new documents and web pages to a process 
model should be dropping them into ProcessGuide from the Windows 
desktop, Windows Explorer, or other applications, as demonstrated in 
Figure 43. ProcessGuide should recognise where the cursor is at the in
stant of dropping, and only accept drops above process steps, notes and 
flows. Drop candidates should indicate their ability to accept a drop 
with active visual hinting when the mouse cursor is over them (Cooper 
1995, pp. 253-255), as shown in Figure 43b for a process step and flow 
arrow. Once the drop is finished, ProcessGuide should create a docu
ment that points to the dropped file or web page, and show the docu
ment with an icon. With files, the name of the file (without the path and 
extension) should be used as the initial guess for labelling the docu
ment. With web pages, the contents of the TITLE element should be 
used. After the drop, the name should be selected so that the user can 
immediately change it, if necessary (Figure 43c).

Linking documents with a modeless dialog box
The second way to fink documents and web pages to a selected process 
element is to click the Documents icon on a toolbar. The command 
should also be found in the context-menus of process steps, notes and 
flows. This opens a modeless dialog box (see Figure 44) that contains a 
list, from which the user can either choose existing documents, or cre
ate new ones by simply entering data into the last item on the list (see 
Figure 45). If the last item is not visible (like in Figure 44), the user can 
press the Add New button, which scrolls the list to the bottom and 
places the caret onto the last Une.
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a) Initial setting.

b) A document is dragged from Windows Explorer to ProcessGuide. 
Cursor hinting is shown for five points along the drag route. The flow 
arrow and process step indicate pliancy when the cursor is over them.

Create a prioritised 
goal list and use 

scenarios

mGuidelines for qoal analysis and scenario d

c) Drag finished over a process step and 
the user can edit the label, for which 
the initial guess the filename.

Create a prioritised 
j goal list and use 

scenarios

^ ^Guidelines for 

d) The end result.

Figure 43. Creating documents by dragging files.
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All information in the dialog is directly editable. When the user clicks 
on an existing document in the dialog box, its positions are highlighted 
on the process chart. Vice versa, selecting another process step or flow 
affects the contents of the dialog box by changing the set of documents 
that are marked as linked. This tight coupling (Ahlberg & Shneiderman 
1994) of the dialog box contents to the process chart (North & Shnei
derman 1997) makes clearer to the user which parts of the model will 
be affected if an item is changed.

Documents - Create a prioritised goal list and use scenarios

Linked Name 1 Type Location

£□ Program End Report Report
Q Program End Report Ter... Template 
Q Program Plan Plan
Q Project End Reports Report
Q Project Plan Plan
#1 Project Work Guidelines Instructs .

Review Guidelines Instructs .
jj Review Minutes Templa'... Template 
Й Road Map Plan
Q Source Files Software
Q Sub-system Architecture... Speciflcat.
□ Sub-system Description ... Document. 
£) Guidelines on Goal Anal' Instructio .

wplate for a Priacitise' ■ Template

Q:\Document repository\Templ289\Prog_E...

http://intranet.intertelecorporation.com/qu... 
Q:\Document repository\IGG28\Review Gu ... 
C:\Drafts\NMSWP\Review Minutes Templa!... 
http У/intranet, intertelecorporation .com/qu...

.. C:\My Documents\Project Files\Guidelines !...

All editing is dom
"n place -pBp- Remove

Ш

Figure 44. Documents dialog box. Creating and linking a new document.

Instead of typing or pasting the location of a file, the user can also click 
on the browse button, depicted by three dots next to the location field, 
and use a standard file dialog to choose the file5. In addition, existing 
documents can be removed from the model with a Remove button. The 
word “delete” is not used on the button because the user could think 
that the button would delete the file from the disk. The user can also 
press the Open button to open the file or web page to which the docu
ment is finked.

Because there may be many files finked to a process model, there is a 
filter fine on top of the fist (Laakso 1999), as shown in Figure 45. Typ
ing something onto the filter fine is dynamically reflected in the fist, as

5 Although there are problems with the standard file dialog (e.g. finding files is 
separated from opening files and presented elsewhere in the user interface; the 
open dialog cannot be resized; its functionality is similar but inferior to Windows 
Explorer, resulting in redundancy etc.), I am not going to suggest corrections to it 
here.
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only those documents containing the string are included in the list 
(Ahlberg & Shneiderman 1994). First are listed those items whose 
name begins with the filter string, then the ones that merely contain 
the string. The filter can be cleared by clicking the Clear button in the 
end of the filter row, or by just deleting all the text entered into the fil
ter fine. This user interface design is very useful for any lists.

Figure 45. Filtering the list of documents.

Especially with long lists that span several screens, the visibility of the 
linked documents should be improved. Otherwise it is difficult to see, 
how many and which documents have been selected to be linked to a 
process step or flow. The under-used background of the scrollbar can be 
utilised (Shneiderman 1998, pp. 451-452) to show the positions of linked 
documents within the list, hence improving also the data-density (Tufte 
1983).

In addition to editing an document in the dialog box, their labels can 
also be edited directly in context on the process chart. However, since 
editing one document also affects its occurrences elsewhere, the results 
of editing must be shown everywhere in the chart, character by charac
ter, to make the effects of editing more obvious. When a document is 
selected, its other occurrences should be highlighted immediately, to 
avoid confusion when the changes propagate to many places. Such a de
sign utilises the principle of tight coupling (Ahlberg & Shneiderman 
1994). The list of documents in the dialog box can also be sorted by 
chcking the column headers.
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Linking documents by copy-paste
The third way to hnk documents to process step is by copying existing 
documents from the model and pasting them into other process steps or 
flows. The user must simply select the icon representing a document, 
choose Copy from the menu or type Ctrl+C, select the destination, and 
summon Paste.

Showing documents connected to flows
By default, show documents connected to a flow by displaying the icon 
and the name of the item next to the flow arrow. Let the user access the 
file by double clicking its icon. Allow more than one document per flow.

A control flow should be treated as an information flow with no docu
ments attached. Moreover, a separate name for a flow might not be 
needed, as the users seem to have names only on information flows, and 
there those names correspond with the documents carried by the flow.

6.1.4 Property Sheets of the Elements 
Problem
Currently, most process elements have several different property win
dows, such as Process Step Properties (Figure 46), Simulation Proper
ties and Graphical Properties. These dialog boxes are also filled with 
tabs, behind which many empty text fields are found. There are also 
buttons, which spring more dialog boxes, with additional buttons to 
spring even more dialog boxes. Users are mostly confused with these 
dialog boxes. Users are drowned in different properties, most of which 
they never use. Often, they are not able to find what they are looking 
for - sometimes because the functionality is not even in the dialog 
boxes.

A lot of the functionality within these property sheets should be moved 
elsewhere in the interface. Some properties should be discarded alto
gether, or hidden better in the interface so that they do not bother the 
user.

Currently, the property sheet is brought up when the user double-clicks 
a process step. Often, the user had initially expected a different result. 
For example, most novice users try to double click an icon inside a proc
ess element when they want to access a linked document. They are, 
first, surprised from getting the property sheet. Then, they spend min
utes trying to figure out, if they can actually access the document 
through the property sheet.

Solutions
The default action on process elements should not be bringing up the 
properties dialog box. Instead, most functions currently available via 
the property sheet should be performed by other means, and the prop-
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erty sheet should be accessible only from the last item of the context 
menu and from the toolbar. A typical user should not need to access the 
properties. The property sheet should be changed from a modal dialog 
box to a modeless one, so that changing one property for many different 
process steps or flows is quicker.

Process Step Properties
Table 3 below lists the properties of a process step, which can be found 
in the Process Step Pr operties dialog box, depicted in Figure 46. For 
each property, Table 3 lists a decision to either keep the property or dis
card it, with a reason to follow. Dialogues should not contain informa
tion that is irrelevant or rarely needed, because every extra unit of in
formation in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of information 
and diminishes their relative visibility (Nielsen 1994).

Graphical Properties
The contents of the Graphical Properties dialog box (Figure 47) are 
analysed in Table 4 below. Most of the functionality in this dialog 
should be moved to a toolbar (changing the colour and font) or made 
available through direct manipulation (width, height). The functionality 
to show or hide sections within a process step should be moved (and 
added) into the Process Step Properties dialog box. This way, we can 
discard this dialog box entirely and also get rid of the redundant pre
view window.

Simulation Properties
The Simulation Properties dialog box is out of the scope for this work, 
but similar designs as presented for the two previous properties dialog 
boxes should be applied to this dialog, too.
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Figure 46. Process Step Properties dialog box with General tab open.

Figure 47. Graphical Properties dialog box.
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Table 3. Tabs, properties and buttons in the Process Step Properties dia
log box.

Tab
Property 
or button Keep? Reason

General General tab 
itself

Yes,
but
change
name.

There will not be many more tabs left, so general 
does not make much sense. As the number of tabs 
decreases, different tabs could be combined.

Name Per
haps

We can keep this here, although the name is most 
readily accessed by direct manipulation (edit-in
place) and adhering to the "allow input wherever 
you output” rule (Cooper 1995).

Process Step 
Type

Per
haps

We can keep this here, too, but changing the proc
ess step type should be done more easily via a 
toolbar command or direct manipulation.

Owner Yes Most users do not seem to use this now. We can 
very well hide it here, as long as important infor
mation is moved elsewhere.

Organisa
tion Units

No Visible on the chart. Also, cannot be modified here, 
so it breaks the “allow input wherever you output” 
rule.

Description No Most users do not seem to use this. They only use 
the Name property.

OK and 
Cancel but
tons

No All the changes should be recorded immediately 
(but undone if needed), so these buttons are not 
needed. Also, there is no reason why the dialog 
should be modal. Instead, it should just stay on 
top.

Delete but
ton

No Deleting process step through the property sheet is 
obscure. Much more readily done by other means 
(Del key, context and pull-down menus)

Flows Flows tab 
itself

No Flows are visible on the chart, so repeating them 
here in a less illustrative way is unnecessary. Also, 
the flows cannot be modified here, so the tab 
breaks the “allow input wherever you output” rule.

Infor
mation
Items

Information 
Items tab 
itself

No Information items, i.e. documents, are visible on 
the chart. Breaks the “allow input wherever you 
output” rule.

Notes Notes tab 
itself

No If notes are connected to a process step, it should 
be visually shown on the process chart, and the 
note should be accessible by direct manipulation.

Re
sources

Resources 
tab itself

Yes, for 
now.

Numerical simulation was left out of this work, 
and resources are mainly modelled for simulation. 
However, Resources should also be optionally visi
ble on the process step box itself.

Meas
ures

Measures 
tab itself

Yes, for 
now.

Numerical measures for cost and quality were left 
out of this work, as not enough user data on these 
could be collected. That is why it is proposed to 
leave the tab in place. However, using an editable 
list for measures seems like a viable user interface 
improvement here.

Table 4. Graphical properties dialog of a process step.
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Element Keep? Reason

Show Name No Users always want to show the name of a process step. 
However, a similar option should be added for the sections 
of resources, notes and documents, but they can all be 
moved to Process Step Properties dialog box.

Show Description No Description property should be removed, see Table 3.
Font... button No Move font selection to a toolbar, similarly to Excel.
Size fields No Move width, expressed as time, together with the process 

step box. The duration should be visible when the step is 
selected, and should dynamically change as the user re
sizes the step by dragging the resize handles. Precise 
height is probably not needed at all.

Preview window No Why use a preview window when the real thing on the pro
cess chart can be used by making the dialog box modeless? 
Redundancy in user interfaces should be avoided.

Color/Edge button No Move to a toolbar; too difficult to access from here.
Color/Background
button

No Move to a toolbar; too difficult to access from here.

OK and Cancel 
buttons

No Do not make modal dialogs, which need these buttons. 
Modeless dialogs and only require the standard closebox in 
the upper right corner.

Buttons:
<9- Default 1 j

■O- Default 1

No The users are struggling to distinguish between these but
tons, which was noted in user observations. Can the reader 
quickly see, which one is Restore Default and which is
Make This Default?
Furthermore, these buttons reside in a dialog box, which 
can be dismissed with Cancel. However, the effect of 
pressing these buttons is not reversed, when the user can
cels the dialog.
The functionality of these buttons should be moved to the 
pull-down menu, next to Modelling Options.

Help button No Not needed, because this entire dialog box is discarded.

6.1.5 Confirmation Dialog Boxes 
Problem
Confirmation dialog boxes disturb and slow down the user. The users 
also get used to replying to them Yes or OK without thinking, and 
hence the confirmations lose their purpose. Confirmation dialogs are 
useless “excise” (Cooper 1995).

Solution
Well-designed software with a good user interface should never ask for 
confirmations. Since ProcessGuide implements undo, the users can 
easily reverse their actions. Actions should always have a good visibility 
so that the user knows what she did and what resulted from it. Confir
mation dialogs do have a good visibility, which new alternative solu-
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tions (without dialog boxes) must preserve. Having to create a confir
mation dialog box always indicates a flaw in the user interface design.

6.1.6 Print Preview 

Problem
Before printing, the user wants to see how the process chart is divided 
onto the pages and preferably adjust the printing so that meaningful 
the page breaks. However, Print preview functionality is currently not 
offered in the Print dialog box or in the menu (Figure 48a). There is no 
actual Pr'int preview at all, but rather a possibility to see where the 
page breaks appear. This functionality, however, is well hidden in the 
interface. To have the page breaks displayed, the user must (again) 
summon the context-menu of the background area (Figure 14) and se
lect Flow Chart Options. He then gets a dialog box (Figure 35), from 
which he can toggle the display of page breaks.

Solution
This is a small incremental improvement to the current printing func
tions. Bring the page break preview function to the toolbar, next to the 
Print icon, as a toggle button. In the menu, rename Print Setup to Page 
Setup, similarly to Microsoft Office 97 products (Figure 48b). Move it up 
in the menu just before Print, because setup is done before printing (if 
at all). In addition, add a Page Break Preview button to Print and Page 
Setup dialog boxes. Clicking the button causes the whole process chart 
to be showed in one screen and the page breaks to be turned on. Page 
breaks can be moved by dragging them, similarly to Page Break Pre
view in Excel 97. Add a keyboard shortcut for printing and toggling the 
page breaks.

Print... Page Setup...

Print Special... S Page Breaks Ctrl+В

Print Setup... Print Special..

Print... Ctrl+P

a) The current system. b) The new design.

Figure 48. Print section in the Model menu.

6.2 The Save Problem and the File System
6.2.1 Save As Dialog

Problem: Save As dialog
When the user selects Save As from the menu (or tries to save for the 
first time), she gets a series of consecutive dialog boxes asking for a lot
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of information (Figure 49), instead of just bringing the usual Save As 
dialog.

These dialogs are confusing, especially the second one (Version Infor
mation), which shows the path and the filename, which cannot be 
changed. If the user wanted to save her model with a different name 
and not overwrite the old file, how could she possibly dare to press OK, 
when it seems like the program is going to overwrite a wrong file? It 
also seems that many users do not use most of the requested informa
tion (version numbers, author information, comments) at all.

Solution
This is only a small incremental improvement. There are many prob
lems with saving that this solution does not solve.

Do not start to interrogate the user when she wants to save. Just show 
the standard Save As dialog box. Instead, combine the two dialogs (Ver
sion Information, Model Properties) and make them available in the 
File menu for those who absolutely want to fill in that information 
(mostly people in big organisations). The dialog box needs to be de
signed better - the current dialog boxes contain much redundancy.

6.2.2 Problems with the Current Save Implementation
Probably no users exist who would never have lost data because of a 
power failure, crashing software or operating system, or unfortunate 
“no” answer to a confirmation question about saving data. After the in
cident, the users blame themselves for having not saved their data. 
Sometimes, crucially important data is lost. At other times, “only” a few 
hours worth of work disappears. The computer does httle to prepare the 
user for the inevitable loss.

It is a grand and inexcusable disaster that modern software allows such 
drastic losses of data to occur. An immeasurable amount of work and 
money is lost every year due to the faulty implementation of saving that 
results in a very low reliability in almost all present-day systems.

The current faulty implementation manifests itself in the form of con
firmation dialogs, for example. When the user quits a program, she is 
confronted with a confirmation dialog box asking whether her work 
should be saved. To the user, quitting a program or closing a file does 
not seem to have anything in common with saving the user’s changes. 
After all, closing a file may happen much after the actual changes took 
place. Therefore, the dialog box asking a confirmation to save the 
changes is intimidating. However, once the users understand the 
meaning of the confirmation question, they start to misuse it for dis
carding big experimental changes by answering No. This is far from the 
actual purpose of the dialog. What the users really want is having their 
precious work always safe, accompanied with a way to safely make
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large changes in the data and then being able to revert to an older ver
sion.

Description

11 ■■ ЛЗ

Terminating buttons 
must be located 
outside tabbed area

The model has two 
different, names - "Name" j 
and the file name

__ til

Version Information

Ч I Changes Log I

Much redundancy 
in labels

Filename cannot 
be edited here

i Number

gr
Comment

Rle / Ш
0 \SW process - old projeds.PMF nri
|l 8 20001 ».13« FH/
3082000 2208:43

j

✓ OK X Cancel

Sove in Data (G ) z\ sJdJEjll
_| Archive 
llDato

msdownld Imp 
_2] Program 
_ll Program Files 
_J Programs 

Recyder

File name:

_J Windows Update Setup Files 
Q SW process -fold projects PMF

Save as ^эе ¡ProcessGuide Model Cancel

ЯШ=

Figure 49. Save As dialog boxes.

The reason for the confirmation dialog box lies in the internal imple
mentation model concerning main memory, hard disk and the file sys
tem. In general, user interfaces should never expose the implementa
tion model to the user - unless the implementation model happens to
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coincide with the user’s mental model (Norman 1988). This is rarely the 
case, as so many user interfaces are created by programmers that have 
no expertise in interaction design. In the implementation model of 
saving, two different versions of the file exist at the same time: one on 
the hard disk, and one in the main memory. The program must decide 
which of these conflicting versions to keep when the file is closed.

The user’s mental model of a file is very different. For example, the user 
takes the calendar from her suitcase, marks an appointment, and puts 
the calendar back to the suitcase. Only one calendar exists at a time. 
Contrast this to software behaviour: if the calendar were a file, it would 
suddenly speak and ask the user, whether all the new markings should 
be magically erased. In order to use computers in today’s world, every 
single user, including grand mothers and school dropouts, must learn 
the concepts of “a file”, “a directory”, “hard disk”, “main memory” and 
“the file system”.

The file system model inherently has many more shortcomings. For ex
ample, such a simple-looking task as changing a document’s name is 
impossible with most present-day applications. When the user is editing 
a file, she cannot change its name. All she can do is save it with another 
name and then delete the old file. If the user is knowledgeable enough 
to know about the Windows Explorer, she can go and try to locate her 
file within the file system. Once the file is found, she tries to change its 
name. Lo and behold - she is confronted with an evil-looking dialog box 
saying something about a “sharing violation”!

Another shortcoming is that, in the user’s mind, opening a file is intri
cately entangled with locating it. However, finding files within a file 
system using the Open dialog box is very difficult. The open dialog does 
not contain any search or find facilities. The user is not even presented 
with the hierarchical file system tree (which in itself is difficult to un
derstand for many computer novices), not to mention any more ad
vanced ways of visualising the file system.

Learning how to manage the file system is very difficult for most users, 
and they see it merely as an obstruction to getting an adequate amount 
of work done. When they fail to grasp its nuances, they feel stupid for 
no observable gain in productivity. In practise, all software with a File 
menu violates the user's goals somewhat (Cooper 1996). The current 
save implementation and visibility of the file system to every user vio
lates at least eight of Nielsen’s ten usability heuristics (Nielsen 1994).

In the end, the current file system will have to give way to new systems 
of storing information and to new user interfaces for those systems 
(Cooper 1995, pp. 81-111; Nielsen 1996; Gelernter 2000). First, how
ever, the implementation of saving must change. Incidentally, the 
change away from explicit saving is already happening. Undermining
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the earlier example, computer-based calendars, such as Microsoft Out
look, automatically save all the user’s changes and do not require ex
plicit save operations. Their designs are still far from perfect. For in
stance, Microsoft Outlook does not offer a system-wide undo facility.

Programs that save all the changes that the user makes on the fly must 
offer the undo facility. Undo must be available for all the changes, and 
the undo histories should be, in principle, unlimited.

Support for making big experimental changes requires the program to 
support making milestone copies, which the user must be able to define. 
The program should also be intelligent enough to make milestone cop
ies before large changes to data occur. For examples, if the user erases 
several chapters of text in a word processing software, or deletes half of 
a process model, the software should keep a milestone copy of the situa
tion before the change.

A complete redesign of saving requires much work, but should be car
ried out urgently, since a better design implemented in modern office 
software would save immense amounts of money every year, world
wide. As such a design requires major effort, it cannot be presented in 
this thesis. Cooper (1995) presents some initial ideas for the new de
sign, but important details are still missing.

6.3 Direct Manipulation
The three principles of direct manipulation are:

1. Visual representation of the objects that are manipulated

2. Using physical actions instead of text entry or menu selection

3. Immediate visible impact of the manipulation 

(Cooper 1995; Shneiderman 1998)

Therefore, successful direct manipulation requires rich visual represen
tation and feedback (Cooper 1995). Direct manipulation could be called, 
perhaps more accurately, visual manipulation. In practise, direct ma
nipulation seems to consist of two different concepts: dragging and 
dropping objects, and editing objects in place. The drag process can be 
divided into three phases (Table 5) which all require careful visualisa
tion.

In ProcessGuide, the first weakness in implementing the direct ma
nipulation idiom is that much information and many operations are 
hidden in dialog boxes, which were discussed in Chapter 6.1. The sec
ond weakness is in providing the user with visual affordances and feed
back.
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Table 5. Phases of a drag (Cooper 1995, p. 245).

Phase When? What to visualise?
1. Free Phase Before the user 

takes any action
Indicating, which objects are apt to direct ma
nipulation through
• visual affordances of the object (Norman

1988, Cooper 1995, pp. 64-66),
• active visual hinting by animating the object 

on mouse-over,
• or cursor hinting.

2. Captive
Phase

Once thé user has 
begun the drag

Indicating that the direct manipulation process 
has begun.
Identifying potential participants in the action: 
the object being dragged (next to the cursor) and 
targets (drop pliancy).

3. Termination 
Phase

After the user 
releases the 
mouse button, or 
cancels the drag

Indicating that the action has terminated.
Showing exactly what the result is.

6.3.1 Affordances and Cursor Hinting 
Problem
Visual affordances and cursor hinting (Norman 1988, Cooper 1995, pp. 
64-66) are important for showing the user, which object can be directly 
manipulated (see Table 5). It has been noted in user observation that, 
currently in ProcessGuide, there are several weaknesses in affordances 
and cursor hinting. Cursor hinting in ProcessGuide has been imple
mented so that cursor hinting is given only for the selected object, with 
the exception of the title column for the organisational units. When the 
mouse passes over its edge, a resize cursor is displayed. Due to the cur
sor hinting implementation, the users are often not aware of their abil
ity for example to reorder organisation units, to resize unit boundaries, 
to edit directly the text on the process chart or to access linked docu
ments.

Solution
Affordances should be improved and cursor hinting should be more 
widely used in the interface. Visual affordances allow the user to see, 
what can be done. On the other hand, excessive visual affordances can 
clutter the process chart and impede the WYSIWYG principle.

When no process element is selected, cursor hinting should be used for 
only the elements listed in Table 6 below. For other objects, such as flow 
arrows or text within process steps, cursor hinting is not necessarily 
needed. Cursor hinting for those objects is displayed only when the cor
responding element is selected.
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Table 6. Cursor hinting when no process element is selected.

Exemplary
Element Cursor hint picture

Process steps (activity, 
decision, note)

Move cursor: either a hand, or four arrows 
to all directions *

Flow label Move cursor (However, movement of the 
label should be constrained to positions only 
above the flow arrow)

Note Move cursor Q
The title column for 
organisational units on 
the left part of the 
screen (between edges)

Move cursor: either a hand, or a move cur
sor with only up and down arrows QJ

The edges of organisa
tion units

Resize cursor +
Checkpoints Move cursor: either a hand, or a move cur

sor with only left and right arrows Cl
Document icons Move cursor with a little document symbol 

on it

When a process step is selected by clicking it, additional handles and 
hotspot areas appear: resize handles, raised edges for dragging arrows, 
the pin, the processing time label, hidden section handles. In addition to 
the affordances, they call for further cursor hinting to communicate 
their meaning. There are, therefore, several different cursor hints for a 
selected process step:

• move cursor for the icon of a document,

• edit cursor for the labels: step name, documents, resources and 
notes

• edit cursor for processing time label,

• resize cursor for resize handles,

• arrow cursor for dragging flow arrows off the edges,

• partition cursor for section edges, and

• move cursor for empty areas within the process step (to move the 
whole step).
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6.3.2 Selection
Problem: Moving a selected process element
With the current version of ProcessGuide, the user can only move proc
ess element by dragging them on the diagram. At times, this makes it 
difficult to position the elements accurately. Users often try to press the 
arrow buttons on the keyboard to move a selected element. In addition, 
the program is usually in a “snap to grid” mode, where the user is not 
able to fine-position process steps without turning the snapping off 
temporarily, which is a slow operation.

Solution
Allow the users to move a selected element with arrow keys (similarly 
to objects in MS Word or PowerPoint). Allow fine movement, which 
does not snap to grid, by dragging with the Alt meta-key pressed down.

Problem: Multiple selection
Currently, the user is not provided with adequate visual feedback on 
multiple selections. When the user makes a drag selection, she does not 
get any visual feedback on which objects will actually enter the selec
tion. It is not clear, whether an element that is only partially under the 
drag rectangle is included in the selection or not.

After the drag selection is completed, and the bounding outline disap
pears, the selected elements are shown by displaying handles in the 
corners of the elements. However, it is very difficult to see, which ele
ments actually ended up in the selection, because the handles are 
small. They are especially small when the zoom factor is low, which is a 
common situation when the user wants to move large parts of the 
model around. In addition, the handles cannot actually be used for any
thing when multiple objects are selected.

Solution
Selections should be visually bold and unambiguous (Cooper 1995, p. 
224). A strong highlight colour should be used to show the elements 
that are about to enter the selection while creating it by dragging a rec
tangle (Figure 27). In addition, show a multiple selection by surround
ing the selected elements with a highlight colour after the selection has 
taken place. Operations on the multiple selection, such as turning it 
into a group or a sub-process, or resizing it, should be brought into the 
context next to the selection, as shown in Figure 27.

6.3.3 Creating New Model Elements 
Problem: Positioning new elements
Currently, new elements are positioned in the process chart by first 
clicking on a tool to charge the cursor, and then clicking at the position
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where it should be created. New process steps always appear in their 
default size, and the user must separately resize them. Moreover, Proc- 
essGuide does not always put a new activity into the organisational 
unit at which the user points, but rather to a unit below it. The logic 
seems to place the upper left corner of the activity box at the position to 
which the user points. If there is then not enough space, the box is 
placed further down. It was observed that users were always surprised 
to see this happen, as they expected it to appear within the unit at 
which they pointed. Hence, it can currently be difficult to place activi
ties within narrow organisation units.

Solution
Instead of just clicking, let the user draw a new process step by drag
ging a rectangle of the right size. The dragged rectangle uniquely de
fines the position and size of the new element.

With clicking, always place new elements into the unit, at which the 
user points. If there is just not enough space, either create an activity 
that span multiple organisational units, or create a box that is smaller 
than the default size.

Problem: Creating new elements
At the moment, drawing a new process chart is rather slow, because the 
user has to select a drawing tool from the toolbar in the top of the 
screen for every single object she wants to draw.

Solutions
The guiding principle for designing a new solution to creating new ele
ments should be placing the commands in context: creating new process 
steps takes place over empty areas; drawing flows takes place between 
two process steps. Below, four alternative (but not mutually exclusive) 
solutions are presented: keyboard shortcuts, gestures, context menus, 
and “arrowing” flows. The first solution, keyboard shortcuts, provides 
the best improvement related to the required implementation work. 
Gestures bring the commands best into the context, and are hence the 
best design for the user. Context menus also bring the commands into 
context, but not as directly. They are also easy to implement. Arrowing 
flows is similar to using gestures, but resolves the conflict of whether 
dragging the edges of a process step should resize it, move it, or produce 
new flow arrows. The arrowing solution also offers better affordances 
than gestures. Ideally, all these improvements should be implemented.

Keyboard shortcuts
An improvement to the current design that is the easiest to implement 
and yet greatly improves it is providing keyboard shortcuts for creating 
the model elements. Pressing the keyboard shortcut for creating a 
model element should charge the cursor with the element, so that it can
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then be dropped onto the chart either by clicking or dragging. The 
charged element should be visually reflected in the cursor, rather than 
using a general charged cursor, Uke currently. The keyboard shortcuts 
must be shown in the tooltips of the toolbar buttcons.

Gestures
Use gestures for drawing process elements. Gestures are an old tech
nique, demonstrated already in 1967-69 in Tom Ellis’ GRAIL project 
(Ellis et al 1969). Using gestures, the user can draw a process step over 
an empty spot in the chart by pressing down the mouse button, and 
moving the mouse in the shape of the element that she wants to create. 
This leaves a black trail on the chart. When the user releases the mouse 
button, the system interprets the gesture and changes the trail to a 
best-matching process element, into which the user can start typing 
text. If the program has difficulties in properly recognising the gesture, 
a good guess should be made. Probably the most common task would be 
creating an ordinary new process step. In addition to creating elements, 
gestures can be used to delete model elements. Such a delete gesture is 
illustrated in Figure 50.

The default action of dragging over empty areas should be drawing ges
tures, so that should be the tool that is selected in the toolbar by default 
(Figure 50a). To allow for the proposed design, the current action of 
dragging over empty areas - multiple selection - must be turned into a 
separate tool and placed in the toolbar (Figure 50b). This is not a prob
lem, as selecting multiple elements occurs much less frequently than 
creating new process elements. Furthermore, the proposed designs for 
modelling causal relationships, together with their impact to editing 
models, will reduce the need for multiple selections from the current 
situation.

Gestures tool Multi-selection tool

a) Drawing the gesture b) Delete gesture c) Subsequently, the
for deletion. completed. crossed activity box is

deleted.

Figure 50. Delete gesture.

Context menus for creating elements
Make creating different process elements the first items on the context 
menu of an empty area. However, there are several different process
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elements that could be placed in the menu. A very bad design would be 
including them all in the context menu. An even worse design would be 
creating a sub-menu inside the context menu, into which all the ele
ments would be placed, as selections from a hierarchical menu are quite 
slow and difficult (Walker 2000). The user interface designer must 
choose the most commonly used elements and place them into the con
text menu in the approximate order of use frequency. The suggested 
ordered set of elements is Activity, Flow, Note, and Decision. Over the 
leftmost part of the view area, the first option should be Draw Organi
sation Unit. Since Paste is also a command for creating new process 
elements (by copying them from the clipboard), it should also be placed 
in the context menu.

At the moment, the context menu of the background area is populated 
with items that do not seem to be in their right context there (Figure 
51). In fact, all the current menu items can be removed, so that there is 
a lot of space for menu items that create new elements.

Copy
Flow Chart Options...
Up To Parent Process Level
Show/Hide Options Bar 
Select All

Figure 51. Context menu of the empty background area. None of these 
command naturally associate with the background area.

Drawing flows by arrowing
Create a hotspot area into process steps, from which the user can drag 
flow arrows directly. This direct manipulation technique is called ar
rowing (Cooper 1995, pp. 244-245). A suitable place for the hotspot is 
the edge of a process step, as that is the place from which the arrows 
always depart. However, also resizing is a natural result of dragging 
the edge of an element. This does not pose a problem, though, as the 
current design already uses the well-known idiom of handles (Cooper 
1995, pp. 239-243) for resizing. The handles appear in the corners and 
in the middle-points of the edges. The other parts, not covered by han
dles, can act as the hotspot area for arrowing. The affordance for ar
rowing must not be forgotten, so a space-saving design is to make the 
edge appear raised or 3D-like when the element is selected, and to em
ploy mouse cursor hinting over the edge. This design is depicted in 
Figure 52.
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Edges for arrowing"

5 d

Resize handles Cursor hinting 
over the edge

Figure 52. Selected process step with edge controls and their affordances.

Problem: Copying elements
Currently, the user can copy process elements in two ways: either via 
copy-paste, or by dragging an element with SHIFT pressed down. Both 
ways behave in a non-standard manner. A pasted element does not ap
pear under the cursor, and shift is not a standard meta-key.

Solution
Instead of SHIFT, user CTRL for copying elements, as it is the key sug
gested by the Windows user interface standard (Microsoft 1999). When 
CTRL is pressed down, show that the program is in a temporary copy
mode by displaying a + sign next to the cursor, similarly to Microsoft 
PowerPoint and Word. Utilise positive transfer from MS Office products 
further by allowing the user to duplicate elements with Ctrl+D and in
cluding Duplicate in the Edit menu (it was detected that this was what 
two different users tried to do in observations).

A pasted element should appear under the cursor, or into a selected or
ganisational unit. Alternatively, a pasted element could appear as a 
charge attached to the cursor, so that the user can click where the ele
ment should end up.

6.3.4 Auto-scroll 
Problem
Currently, moving process elements over a long distance is difficult, be
cause auto-scroll is implemented in a non-standard way. The user has 
to keep moving the mouse into the desired direction, and must eventu
ally raise the mouse up from the mat, because the edge of her physical 
space for the mouse is reached.
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Solution
Implement a more standard auto-scroll feature, where the mouse 
pointer does not need to be moved constantly. When the mouse pointer 
is moved near the edge of the window, the windows contents should 
start scrolling. The rate of scrolling should depend on how close the 
mouse pointer is to the edge, so that the speed increases as the cursor 
gets closer to the windows edge (Cooper 1995, pp. 261-262). A bad im
plementation example is Microsoft Excel 97, where the processor speed 
is not compensated for, and on an ordinary present-day desktop com
puter, the view is scrolled by several hundred rows in a split second.

6.4 Toolbars and Menus
In this section, necessary improvements to the menus and toolbars in 
ProcessGuide are discussed. Especially the non-standard use of context- 
menus in ProcessGuide is criticised. Then, the relationship between 
toolbars and menus as input command vectors, in general, is consid
ered.

6.4.1 Toolbars and Menus in ProcessGuide
ProcessGuide places many important functions only in context-menus, 
where they can be hard to find for new users, before they notice the 
practise. Even more problematic is that some commands that are placed 
in the context menu, do not belong there semantically, as they nothing 
to do with the selected context. Placing important functions only in con
text menus also breaks the Windows user interface standard. In user 
interface design, when something is a standard, if should be followed - 
unless one can come up with a significantly better design (Nielsen 
2000a). The current design in ProcessGuide is not significantly better.

Context menus should contain only commands that apply to the se
lected object or its context. Context menus should not attempt to bring 
every possible command available, because that will destroy their pur
pose of providing quick access to the commands that are most likely 
used in the selected context. On the other hand, context menus must 
not be the only way to access functions, but should rather just duphcate 
functions found also elsewhere (Microsoft 1999, Chapter 8). The pri
mary grouping factor for entries in context menus should be their im
portance.

Change the whole context menu of the background area (shown earlier 
in Figure 51). None of the commands there make much contextual 
sense. Move Select all to the Edit menu. Move functions in the dialog 
box that is accessed from Flow chart options (Figure 35) elsewhere.
Move Up to parent process level to a toolbar. Scrap the Show/Hide Op
tions Bar (Figure 21) and move its functionality to the modeless dialog 
box (Figure 22) accessed from the toolbar, or to the View menu.
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The command to summon the properties dialog box is currently found 
only in the context menu. Bring a toggle button for showing the 
modeless properties dialog box into the toolbar. Add toggle buttons for 
showing also the other modeless dialog boxes: Find Documents, Show 
Process Elements. Toggle buttons for showing different panels should be 
added, too: spreadsheet panel for processing times, process hierarchy 
panel and the miniature map. Other toggle buttons that affect the view 
include buttons for the fish-eye view, full-screen mode, showing the 
critical path, dynamic optimising of process times and the timeline.

Bring changing graphical properties, especially colour, into the toolbar, 
instead of making them accessible only through a chain of dialog boxes 
that are brought up only via the context menu. This way, Graphical 
Properties can be also removed from the context menu. Bring the Find 
feature directly onto the toolbar in the form of a field into which filter 
criteria for continuous highlight are entered, as described in 5.4.

Provide the users with keyboard shortcuts in tooltips for toolbar but
tons. Provide keyboard shortcuts in also context menus, although this is 
against the Microsoft standard (1999), where spatial efficiency and 
readability are given as reasons not to include shortcut keys. Neither 
reason seems good enough for not providing such helpful hints for ac
cessing commands even faster than via context menus. Spatial effi
ciency is better achieved by including only the most relevant com
mands, and readability should not suffer if the shortcuts are right- 
aligned. It seems helpful, for instance, to show the standard keyboard 
shortcut (F2) for editing labels in the context menu, since it is difficult 
to put this hint anywhere else. Many users today have not found this 
shortcut, although it exists also in Windows Explorer, Excel, and many 
other applications — probably because it is not stated anywhere.

Instead of proprietary icons, use standard icons from Microsoft Office to 
utilise positive transfer. Add a drop-down list to Undo icon. Implement 
and add Redo to the toolbar.

Remove the yellow pens from the icon that are used to create new ele
ments. The pens make the icons look too similar to one another and 
make it difficult for the user to distinguish between them. The purpose 
of an icon is to distinguish itself from other icons, so that the user can 
easily recognise it (Norman 1991, chapter 6.2.3; Cooper 1995). Still, 
Tufte’s (1997, pp. 73-77) visual design strategy of the smallest effective 
difference should be applied here, too, by not overdoing the distinction 
with flashy colours, for instance, but by making the distinction just as 
effective as necessary.

Implement floating toolbars that are similar to Microsoft Office. The 
benefit is that the user can arrange the toolbars herself, which is espe
cially useful on large or wide screens, as the user can arrange the tool
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bars next to one another. The floating toolbars can be detached from the 
top of the window, which is very good with large screens. In SimLab, we 
have used a setting with four adjacent data projectors next to each 
other. That creates a very wide screen, which is good for showing busi
ness processes, which typically are much wider than taller. Currently, 
we cannot detach the toolbars from the top, and consequently, huge 
wide strips on the top of the screen are used just for blank space - a 
waste of precious pixels.

6.4.2 Menus and Toolbars Are Converging
Menus are a most traditional command vector for graphical user inter
faces. Menus are text-based, and have been inherited from times before 
graphical user interfaces. In menus, all the options that are available 
are not immediately visible, but are instead hidden behind the menu 
structure. Usually, almost all the possible commands can be found in 
menus.

Toolbars, on the other hand, are a more recent innovation. Toolbars 
came to solve the problem of visibihty by providing pictorial shortcuts to 
the most important commands. Since space is always at premium on 
the computer screen, small images in the form of command buttons 
with icons on them (i.e. buttcons) were used to populate the toolbars. 
Images can be quickly recognised, as there is no need to read text. Con
sequently, there are usually two possible means of accessing common 
functions, such as Open, Print, Cut and Paste.

These two different command vectors each have their strengths and 
weaknesses. However, the differences between menus and toolbars are 
disappearing. Each command vector is absorbing the best features of 
the other. Pictures are moving to menus for easier recognition, and also 
for providing a mapping with the toolbar. Text emerges in toolbars both 
in the form of tooltips and textual labels adjacent to images. Toolbars 
contain compact combo-boxes and list-boxes with drop-down menus. 
Drop-down menus have also been integrated to buttcons to provide both 
iconic and textual menus.

Because of this development, toolbars and menus today highly resemble 
each other, as illustrated in Figure 53, and exhibit much redundancy. 
Further redundancy exists between menus and keyboard shortcuts, as 
most functions have two different keyboard shortcuts: one direct key
board shortcut and another via the menus. However, the two shortcuts 
are often similar. For example, the New command in Word can be ac
cessed both by pressing Ctrl+N (easier) and Alt+F+N (harder).
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D New... Ctrl+N
ûÿ 2pen.,. Ctrl+O

Edit View Insert For

New (Ctrl+N) I

a) New in the menu. b) New in the toolbar.

Figure 53. The New function in Microsoft Word 97.

It seems that the menus are gradually moving into toolbars, decreasing 
redundancy in the input commands. Thus, the author expects that in 
the future, menus and toolbars will converge into one command vector.

6.5 Insert Mode and Processing Times
The visualisation presented in 4.3 for showing processing times and the 
time dimension is here extended by discussing dynamic aspects: an in
sert mode and a user interface design to manipulate the visualisation.

Knowledge about the dependencies, represented by the flow arrows, can 
allow ProcessGuide to arrange process steps automatically - creating 
effectively an insert mode. Similarly to word processors, the insert mode 
allows the user to insert or delete parts of the process chart without 
having to explicitly create or remove extra space.

Automatic and dynamic arrangement of process steps offers great bene
fits for the user when editing process charts. Allowing the user to define 
chronological order in the form of dependencies (which are easily cre
ated by dragging the edges of process steps) makes creating models 
quicker, because the program automatically lays out the process steps.

Making any considerable changes in the middle of the chart, such as 
adding or deleting many process steps, becomes much easier. Once de
pendencies are defined, the chart is automatically arranged so that the 
new steps fit between the existing steps, or so that extra space after 
deletions is eliminated by moving the successive process steps back
wards. Most users want to show process steps in chronological order, so 
most users benefit from the automatic arrangement of the insert mode.

The insert mode enables additional useful time-related features. If (de
terministic) processing times have been entered, they allow Process- 
Guide to compute and dynamically show the critical path through the 
process chart. Knowing the critical path enables the user to find bottle
necks in the process.

Having the program dynamically arrange process steps is potentially 
confusing, so it should be possible to turn the insert mode off. The de
sign of the insert mode also needs to be carefully considered. If a proc-
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ess step has not been connected to the rest of the chart with an arrow, 
the process step should not by automatically moved.

There are also needs to fix the locations of process steps so that the 
steps are not automatically moved when dependencies or processing 
times of other steps are changed. A process step may have a fixed loca
tion when there are known incidents that take place at a fixed calendar 
time. When a project manager is planning a project based on a software 
process model, she can determine that a supplier will supply some 
modules at a fixed, pre-agreed time. That time does no more depend on 
the other activities in the process.

To allow for fixing a location to a process step, a process step has a “pin” 
control, which can be used to “pin down” the process step. When the pin 
is up, the process step does participate in automatic rearrangements. 
The pin maintains user control so that, in the end, the user can always 
determine where the process steps are positioned. If the user moves a 
process step away from its computed position, the pin automatically 
goes down.

The processing time of the step can be changed by dragging a horizontal 
resize handle (Figure 52 above). More exact adjusting can be done by 
typing the duration into the editable processing time label, shown next 
to a selected process step. The processing times are also shown in the 
spreadsheet panel on the bottom of the screen, where they can be edited 
in place (Figure 29). The spreadsheet allows the user to compare the 
exact figures in a tabular form, whereas the chart allows the user to 
compare the processing times visually in context. Besides comparing 
the processing times between different process steps, the spreadsheet 
enables the user to compare processing times between cases. Different 
cases may be entered for different projects that follow the same process 
model. It also makes copying and pasting many numbers easy (for ex
ample, to and from Microsoft Project).

The critical path can be optionally highlighted with thick red edges, 
and it is automatically recomputed in the background as the user edits 
the process chart. Feedback arrows, which create iteration loops, are 
visually differentiated from the other arrows, because their behaviour 
is different. The computation algorithm for the critical path should also 
recognise the feedback arrows, which may also change when the user 
edits the model.

Using a toggle button in the toolbar (and a menu item), the user can de
fine whether the automatic arrangement of the process steps is on. By 
default, it should be turned on for new models. With old models from 
previous versions of ProcessGuide, the automatic rearrangement should 
be off by default. Old models have not been created with the automatic
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rearrangement in mind, and consequently they may end up cluttered if 
dependencies in the models have not been systematically defined.

Optionally, a timeline ruler (depicted at the top of Figure 29) can be 
shown on top of the view. It can be configured by clicking the timeUne, 
which brings up a modeless dialog box. Both abstract time (working 
days) and calendar time can be defined. The timeline can be com
pressed and decompressed by dragging a time point towards or away 
from the centre of the timeline. The exact position of a selected process 
step is also shown on the timeline.

A checkpoint (milestone) can be bound to an activity by dragging the 
checkpoint over the activity. Process steps must indicate that they can 
accept the drag by highlighting. When the activity is moved in the 
chart, the milestone follows. When the milestone is selected, the activity 
to which it is bound is shown with highlighting.

Creating checkpoints automatically divides the timeline into phases, 
which can be named by just typing the names in. The phase names be
have similarly to organisation unit names, but are located on top of the 
view. The phase names can also be hidden from the Show model ele
ments dialog box (Figure 22).

The current numeric simulation in ProcessGuide allows for a more de
tailed analysis of lead-times by introducing stochastic variables, several 
objects flowing through the process and other fine points. The simula
tion is not within the scope of this work, but its results could be im
ported into the process chart, one simulation case at a time. The posi
tions of the process steps should be fixed into the locations determined 
by the simulation results.

With modelling of the time dimension, ProcessGuide also offers some 
support for planning projects, which are often based on the models of 
knowledge-intensive processes. Project plans and process models are 
heavily related to one another.

Together with the insert mode and computation of the critical path, dif
ferent process structures can be compared with respect to lead-time. 
Critical path can be easily identified and modified, thus offering a use
ful tool for process development.
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7 The Proposed Designs
In this chapter, we go through the same use scenario as in chapter 2.3, 
but this time, with the proposed new user interface designs. We shall 
start with the phase Making Space for New Elements.

7.1 Making Space for New Elements
This time, the user, Peter, does not explicitly have to make space for the 
new steps, due to the new insert mode. When he defines the dependen
cies between process steps with flow arrows, ProcessGuide automati
cally moves the process steps forward or backward.

Alternatively, Peter can make space for the new steps by moving the 
program planning step forward, which automatically moves forward 
everything after it (Figure 54). The program planning step in Figure 
54a is on the critical path, since it is highlighted with a thick red edge, 
and hence moving it will affect the critical path. As a result of moving 
the step forward, its pin is pressed down (Figure 54b). This happens be
cause the step is no longer within the interval where it does not 
lengthen the critical path, but rather, at a user-specified absolute posi
tion.

I System Architecture Specifications 
I Sub-System Architecture Specificatio i

Program planning Specify architecture
Module Design

System Architecture Specifications 
Sub-System Architecture Specification

I Program Plan 
I Project Plan
I Functional Sp reifications

Management 
Software Process

a) Tho situation before m|o

Plan integration

I System Architecture Specifications
I Sub-System Architecture Specificatic i

Specify architecture

System Architecture Specification 
Sub-System Architecture SpecifierManagement 

Software Process

b) The screen after moving.

Figure 54. Moving the Program planning step forward.
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Because milestones (the blue vertical Unes) have been connected to re
view activities (the blue diamonds), they automatically move so that 
they are right after the reviews. Furthermore, phases are now named 
areas between milestones, so they are also automatically repositioned 
(not shown in Figure 54).

7.2 Creating New Elements
This time, Peter can form an activity (Creating a usability team) that is 
shared between several organisational units (customer services, product 
support, product planning, network management software process). All 
he has to do is click on the drawing tool for creating a new process step, 
and drag a rectangle that crosses several organisational units (Figure 
55a). While dragging, the duration of the upcoming process step is dis
played. When selected, a process step that spans several organisational 
units shows checkboxes, which allow the user to specify, to which or
ganisational units the process step belongs (Figure 55b). In this case, 
Peter clicks off the checkbox for Integration and System Test, since that 
unit does not participate in creating a usability team (Figure 57). This 
is also visually reflected on the screen: the process step is covered by 
the partly transparent organisational unit that does not participate in 
the activity.

Customer Services

Product Support

Product piarmmg

Product Planning

(Э
integration and 
System Test

Processing time 
is shown while 
dragging

Network 
Management 

Software Process
к

a) Dragging a rectangle.

Customer Services

Product Support

Product planning

Integration and 
System Test

Network 
Management 

Software Process

b) The result of dragging.

Figure 55. Drawing a process step that spans several organisational units.
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Next, Peter specifies how many people from each unit should partici
pate in the team. Peter clicks the Resources toggle button on the toolbar 
to bring about the modeless dialog box for creating and adding re
sources to process steps (Figure 56). He can also summon up the dialog 
box from the context menu of a process step. In that dialog box, he 
clicks on the last row to start entering the resources into the model 
(Figure 57). Peter wants to include 1-2 customer service people in the 
usability team. In Figure 57, Peter is in the middle of typing “Customer 
Service People”, which is also shown inside the process step. Peter types 
1-2 into the Used column to show that one or two customer service peo
ple are used in this activity. Figure 58 shows the result of Peter adding 
resources to the process step.

Figure 56. Resources dialog box.
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Figure 57. Adding resources for a process step.
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Figure 58. The result of adding resources to a process step.
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Peter has a few more process steps to create. As an alternative to using 
the drawing tool, he can use gestures, so that the toolbar is no longer 
needed for the most frequent tasks, and the editing can happen in con
text. To draw a new process step, Peter drags a rectangle-shaped ges
ture over an empty area (Figure 59a). By default, the mouse selects 
when clicked over process elements, but draws gestures over empty ar
eas. A separate tool needs to be provided for multiple selection, the cur
rent default action of dragging over empty areas. Once Peter has 
dragged the gesture, it is immediate interpreted as process step, into 
which Peter can start typing a label (Figure 59b).

b) The gesture is immediately interpreted 
as a process step, into which the user can 
start typing.

Figure 59. Creating a process step with a gesture.

Create a usability 
team

Product Planning

L

a) A gesture right after dragging.

Create a usability 
team

Product Planning

:USW°^ 1 2 Sdl

Peter then wants to connect Create a usability team activity to User ob
servation, to indicate their temporal dependency. Peter simply selects 
the former, drags a flow arrow off its edge, and connects it to User ob
servation (Figure 60). ProcessGuide automatically moves User observa
tion next to Create a usability team, since temporal dependencies are 
automatically taken into account when editing the model.

Next, Peter adds a few more process steps and flows by drawing ges
tures and dragging arrows off the edges of process steps.
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a) The cursor over the edge of a selected 
process step visually hints at the possibility 
of dragging. The edge is also 3D-like, to cre
ate an affordance for arrowing.

P
Create a usability 

.team
I'Ll

Product Planning

User observation

b) The user is dragging an arrow off the 
edge to another process step.

Product Planning Product Planning

User observation User observation

Create a usability T Create a usability t
team team

c) The user finishes the drag. d) The “User observation” process step is auto
matically moved next to “Create a usability 
team”.

Figure 60. Drawing a flow arrow by dragging it off the edge of a selected
process step.

7.3 Adding Document and Templates
Peter then goes on to adding placeholders for a use scenario template 
and a goal list template. Peter clicks on the Documents icon on the tool
bar to bring up a modeless dialog that he can use to create new docu
ment links and to add them to his process steps and flows (Figure 61). 
The dialog can also be brought up from the context menu of a process 
step. This time, Peter enters data for all his process documents in the 
same dialog box. The last item on the list is an empty item, into which 
Peter starts to type in new documents: Guidelines on goal analysis and 
scenario development, Template for a prioritised goal list and Use Sce
narios. Since he already has the guidelines document available, he 
clicks on the Browse button to select its location within the file system. 
He ticks the checkboxes of the guidelines document and two templates 
that he wants to appear within the activity Create a prioritised goal list 
and use scenarios. Once the documents for that activity have been en
tered, Peter selects the flow away from the process step to include Pri
oritised Goal List and Use Scenarios within it.
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Figure 61. Adding documents to a process model.
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7.4 Creating a Note
Next, Peter creates a note to remind himself about creating the actual 
templates later, since he does not have them yet. He clicks on the note 
icon in the toolbar and then clicks on the process step, into which he 
wants to add the note. Then he types in the text. Consequently, the 
note is shown inside the process step (Figure 62). He could also drag it 
outside, and connect it to the process step with a line.

Create a prioritised 
goal list and use 
scenarios
# Templates to be 

created later!

Ë Guidelines on Goa...
Q Template for a Pri...
Q Template for Use :...

Figure 62. A note added inside a process step.

7.5 Making a Sub-Process
Peter defines the new activities for program planning. Editing is now 
easy, because he does not have to make space for them. Once the activi
ties are drawn, Peter cUcks on the multi-selection tool and drags a rec
tangle. He then names the new activities as Program planning. So as 
not to clutter the main level, he turns the new activities into sub
process by clicking the sub-process button next to group name. Since 
the sub-process can be expanded onto the main level, he can safely 
leave the activities in the sub-process most of the time.

7.6 Processing Times for a Project
Peter turns on the spreadsheet view for processing times to enter the 
processing times for all the activities, since it is easier that way than by 
changing the processing times separately for each individual step. He 
types in the estimated processing times for the forthcoming project, and 
sees how they affect the lead-time. When the project manager later 
takes over, he can easily copy the processing times from the spread
sheet and paste them into Microsoft Project.
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8 Evaluation and Future Work
In this chapter, the experience from the completed project is considered 
first. The goal is to provide advice on what to do differently, if the proj
ect were repeated. Then, future work is discussed: what is there left to 
be done and how the work should continue.

8.1 Experience on Users’ Goals
When the programmers start to design an application, they want to 
model the application domain especially by drawing data or object dia
grams. These diagrams are important for implementing the software. 
This way, the programmers end up with a model of the data that the 
program should represent. However, not all information is equally im
portant for the users. In ProcessGuide, for example, the structure of the 
process is much more important than the organisational hierarchy. 
Linked documents are more important than some general process 
measures. Visual analysis of the model is much more important than 
numerical analysis.

When the programmers start to create the user interface, they, often 
unconsciously, create a user interface where all data is given equal im
portance. This is understandable from their perspective, since in code, 
they must address all that data with equal rigor in order to create a 
stable program. If some objects or types of data are to be supported, 
some minimum amount of code is required for each of them. In many 
cases, that minimum level is where the programming stops - after all, 
the features are then operational. Consequently, the programmers end 
up rendering the data model in the user interface: all the database 
fields are represented in the user interface as such with uniform impor
tance. Dialog boxes systematically display the database structure; fields 
from different database tables are not shown in the same dialog box. 
One-to-many relationships in data automatically result in unusable 
cascading dialog boxes. Some unimportant information is displayed in 
the user interface just because it can be inferred from the database.

The way out of this is to design the user interface from the user’s point 
of view, not from the point of view of data or code. Being a cliché, the 
previous statement does not help much in actual software design. 
Therefore, practical means are needed.

Uncovering users’ goals
The practical method for creating good interaction for the user is find
ing out the users’ goals and supporting the most frequent and most im
portant goals systematically. The designers should be able to come up 
with a typical use scenario, with real, or at least, realistic data. Real 
data is required, because otherwise it is easy to use example data that
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wildly differs from the reality. For example, with ProcessGuide, it 
would be tempting to use tiny, one-screen process models, whereas in 
practise, most real models are much larger. For such simple one-screen 
models, specialised process-modelling software is not even necessary. 
Even “realistic” data, as opposed to real data, is potentially dangerous, 
if the realness of data is not validated. In this thesis, most designs are 
demonstrated with a realistic, but not real, process model. The model is 
based on an actual process in a real company, but for confidentiality 
reasons, the model has been modified somewhat.

By designing the software for the most important kinds of users and 
their most important goals, software architects can create software 
where the user is not continuously confronted with information they do 
not need. Cascading dialogs are never required for the most frequent 
tasks. Important goals are achieved with simple, straightforward inter
action. The underlying technical structure, like database fields and re
lationships, is designed after the user interface but is based on the user 
interface designs.

In this project, the methods used to uncover users’ goals were effective, 
but not necessarily efficient. Many goals were discovered, but relatively 
much time was used to gather the goals and understand the application 
domain.

User observations
User observations were the first method that was used to gain insight 
into users’ goals. Seeing the users actually use the software provided 
real and undistorted data. User observations mainly took place in Sim- 
Lab only, where they were easy to arrange and little overhead was 
needed. Organising observations in companies was too difficult, as the 
companies were unwilling to show their process models, users were un
comfortable with observations, and process modelling work was not 
done very frequently.

In general, users often feel uncomfortable if they are observed while 
they use software. Even if the observers try to explain that they are 
there to observe problems with the software, not with the user, the us
ers feel ashamed. The reason for this feeling is that the users blame 
themselves (Norman 1988). For example, in ProcessGuide, the users 
blame themselves when they press the New Analysis button to find out 
what it does, and subsequently see their process model completely dis
appear out of sight. Then, they feel embarrassed, when somebody from 
the technical support tells them that their model is still there - it is just 
“simply hidden under the MCI window you opened”. Self-blame is also 
the reason why customers often do not complain even about gross 
problems with the user interface. After all, the functionality is there,
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and has been documented in the manual, so the blame must be the 
user’s.

This is where specialised user interface designers are needed: they are 
trained in noticing such faults in the user interface, and, in addition, 
they have experience in observing what the users really do. They are 
needed in software development to prevent such faults from happening. 
In this project, the lack of overview was observed to cause the users 
problems in navigation, problems with editing the process models were 
detected, and the difficulties with cascading dialog boxes were evi
denced, for example. Then, design methods were used to correct these 
faults.

Interviews
Interviews were not a very satisfactory means of getting data on the 
use of ProcessGuide. There were several reasons for that. One reason is 
that at the time of conducting the interviews, the author had already 
gained much understanding on the basic use of ProcessGuide by ob
serving real users and using the software himself. Another reason was 
perhaps the lack of interviewing skills on the interviewer’s part. Espe
cially a httle more structured and better-planned interviews could have 
been more useful.

Perhaps the most important reason for unsatisfactory results with in
terviews is that interviews, in general, do not give very reahstic data on 
how software is used. Users often leave something unsaid because, for 
example, they think something is irrelevant, or they are embarrassed 
about something they have not been able to do with the software al
though they know that it is possible. Losing one’s face is a strong in
hibitor to being frank with an unfamiliar interviewer.

Contextual Inquiry (Beyer & Holtzblatt 1998) attempts to overcome 
these problems by combining interviews with user observation and by 
concentrating on concrete work procedures and real artefacts. The in
terviewer is also instructed to steer the discussion towards a model 
where the interviewer is the apprentice learning from the master (the 
interviewee) about her work.

Because observations in pilot companies were difficult to arrange in 
this project, mostly plain interviews without observation were used. To 
utilise the principles of Contextual Inquiry, the author attempted to 
employ the master-apprentice model and keep the interviews concen
trated on the actual process models, on thinking back how they were 
created, and on how they had been used. Still, it was difficult to do so, 
as some models were made over a year earlier, and the users had for
gotten many details. Some users were ashamed to talk about their 
models or their work practises, and tried to steer the interview to a
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more general level. Moreover, many interviewees considered the con
crete details and process models too confidential to be discussed.

In one interview, the interviewee was presenting her process model, 
and she complained about not being able to change the order of the or
ganisational units. The author was not sure whether it was actually 
possible to do it, and asked to user to try dragging the units - a bad 
mistake. The user was very embarrassed to see that reordering could be 
done exactly that way, which worsened the atmosphere of the inter
view. After the incident, the interviewee was even more ashamed of her 
work and skills than earlier, although the author tried to explain that 
the problem was with the software which hid the function too well.

The lesson learned is that the interviewer must not give the user advice 
on how to use software, as this will break the master-apprentice model 
immediately. If the interviewer appears as an expert, the user may ref
use to use the software while being observed, and instead asks the in
terviewer for help with various tasks. The lesson could have been de
rived from the guidelines of usability testing, too, where the user must 
not be advised during the tests.

Social simulation games
Social simulation games were also used to uncover users’ goals in this 
project. One reason for using simulation games was saving effort: if dif
ferent people, who are involved in the same business process, came to
gether, the user interface designer would not have to meet each of them 
individually for interviews. In practise, nonetheless, preparations for 
the simulation games required much effort. The benefits for user inter
face design alone did not quite seem to justify the effort.

Work environment
For finding out users’ goals, it was helpful to work in an environment 
where studying and improving business processes of real companies 
was the main objective - not developing software for that purpose. It 
helped in understanding the application domain and the users’ goals, in 
addition to giving perspective to business process modelling. On the 
other hand, the viewpoint to business processes at SimLab may not en
tirely reflect the actual process modelling and development work that is 
done in companies, as in SimLab, there is more emphasis on research. 
Still, SimLab projects are carried out in co-operation with real compa
nies, and the processes that are modelled and studied are real.

User observations were the most useful method
Despite the fact that observations were mostly conducted only in Sim
Lab, user observations were the most efficient and useful method of 
getting insight into users’ goals in this project. When compared to in
terviews or simulation games, the result may not be generalise to other
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projects, as in this project, the interface designer worked at the same 
place where the application was used. For that reason, observations 
were much easier to arrange than interviews or simulation games, 
which resulted in higher efficiency.

8.2 User Interface Designs
In this thesis, a case has been presented where the user interface was 
redesigned for a rather complex software package. Both the process 
that was used to arrive in the designs and the designs themselves have 
been described. Different designs from the literature were drawn to
gether and applied to the imminent problem, or were used to justify the 
designs, which are now open to scrutiny.

ProcessGuide software had a wide array of user interface problems, be
cause the user interface supported many important goals badly. The 
reason for this is that the goals had not been systematically used in the 
development earlier. Difficulty and complexity of the application area 
has probably affected the product, too. There were also typical design 
flaws, for example with dialog boxes.

In this thesis, the problems were identified with the help of the users’ 
goals, and designs to correct most of the problems were presented in 
chapters 4, 5 and 6. This is a valuable contribution, as just suggesting 
faults in present-day systems is easy, but designing improvements is 
not. It is a common mantra to keep saying: “These user interfaces are 
bad”, but less often are solutions presented. Yet, some problems remain 
in the user interface, which can be recognised by simulating the new 
designs with the gathered goals. These problems are described in more 
detail in the next section, Future Work.

The new designs were illustrated with the same scenario that was used 
to show problems in the current version of ProcessGuide. The scenario 
is based on the prioritised hst of users’ goals that was collected in the 
project. The comparison of these two sequences should illustrate that 
the interaction is more straightforward in the new user interface de
signs and that the interface is easier to learn than the current Process- 
Guide user interface.

The usability of the designs described in this thesis is rooted firstly on 
the users’ goals, and secondly, on following tested and validated design 
principles and actual interface designs, which have been presented in 
the hterature. Many designs have originally been presented for very 
different applications, but their underlying ideas and the basis for their 
goodness have been transferred to user interface designs for Process- 
Guide. For example, continuous filtering and highlighting is such a de
sign.
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The design work for the user interfaces was done mostly alone by the 
author, although there was considerable feedback from the instructor of 
the thesis, Sari A. Laakso. Designing user interfaces alone is not very 
efficient. It is easy to get stuck with the numerous details that are al
ways present when developing interfaces for complex domains and 
large applications. In such situations, a wider perspective, which could 
be offered by a team of two or three designers, would be advantageous. 
Developing ideas with another user interface designer would probably 
provide results faster, so that in the same number of overall person- 
hours, better results could be achieved. It would be possible to get im
mediate feedback on initial ideas, which could then be quickly mentally 
tested and iterated towards a working design.

Many problems in ProcessGuide are very general ones, such as prob
lems with finding information, navigating in visual data sets, using 
fists to select objects, applying direct manipulation concepts, and so on. 
Most designs presented for ProcessGuide in this thesis can be applied to 
other pieces of software.

User interface design is about optimising human resources, not about 
optimising computer resources - which is what programmers excel in. 
Software engineers building user interfaces must be aware of the limits 
of their knowledge, and when and how to work with human factors en
gineers as consultants for design and evaluation (Perlman 1995).

User interface design is not just skin deep - it requires good software 
design. Good user interface designs currently require more computer 
resources and better programming than bad ones. As an example, cre
ating an undo feature and solving problems in file system interaction 
call for good software design, in addition to user interface design. Hid
ing the technological implementation model and instead creating credi
ble illusions on top of the technology calls for effort and expertise 
(Amsterdam 1998; Tognazzini 1993).

A common misconception, still alive among programmers, is that user 
interface issues are matters of opinion, and that anybody can design 
good user interfaces. Thus, they see user interface designs just as sug
gestions and instructions, which they are allowed to change (Cooper 
1995; Pertilä 2000). However, user interface design is not guesswork 
(Cooper 1995). Today’s best interfaces are designed before the underly
ing systems are built. The programmers lay out the structure according 
to the interface design, not vice versa, neatly reversing the historical 
sequence (Tognazzini 1993).

8.3 Future Work
This section discusses how the work presented in this thesis should 
continue. There are still weaknesses in the fist of users’ goals. A few
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goals were not yet attended in this project. The designs were not thor
oughly validated. Implementation should start with some prototyping 
and user testing. The order in which the new designs are finally im
plemented should take into account both the importance of the inter
faces designs and the relative work required to implement them. All 
these are discussed below in more detail.

Users’ goals
The relationship between the goals and the user interface designs 
should be clarified better. Although goal-based design was the approach 
that was used in this thesis to tackle the problems, the link from goals 
to the concrete designs was found difficult to establish. It seems that an 
even more thorough understanding of the goals is required for devel
oping an application as large and complex as ProcessGuide.

Although a broad list was already collected and prioritised in this proj
ect, working with users’ goals is still needed due to the importance of 
the valid, prioritised list goal fist for designing a user interface and cre
ating a successful product. The fist of users’ goals should be further 
validated and appended by working with a few additional but different 
chents. The most important goals should be better clarified.

Unattended goals
The designs provided in this work do not support all the goals that were 
discovered. All the goals with a total priority of over 1.0 (on a 0.0 - 3.0 
scale) were mentally simulated using the new designs. The goals that 
did not pass or did not pass very well are shown in Table 7 below.

The most important goal that was not addressed here at all is related to 
distributing process documentation to a large audience of model users, 
who all do not have the ProcessGuide software installed on their ma
chines. Such users include for instance outside vendors who participate 
in the same cross-corporate business process, but do not share the in
formation system with their clients. In the current version of Process- 
Guide, this is addressed by the possibility to create web pages from the 
process models.

Validating the user interface designs
The user interface designs created in this project have not been exten
sively validated. Their vahdity is so far based on using documented de
signs found in the literature, and on making goal-based walkthroughs 
with the new designs. In addition, each reader can make comparisons 
based on the scenario what was presented with both the old and the 
new designs.
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Table 7. Goals that were not addressed or were addressed poorly in this 
project.

#

Goal
(presented in more 
detail in Appendix A)

Tot.
pri
ority

Why the goal was not addressed or was 
addressed poorly?

35 Delivering process mate
rial to a large number of 
users

2.4 The intended solution, putting process models in the 
web, was outside the agreed scope for this project

40 Inserting parts of the proc
ess model into a 
PowerPoint presentation

2.1 This goal itself can be carried out easily (copy & 
paste), but some better automation to support users’ 
goals with presenting process models may be possible

44,
64

The save problem: pre
serving milestone copies

2.0 The save problem was too large a problem to be solved 
properly in this project.

48,
61

Printing only parts of the 
model

1.9 Printing functions were outside the agreed scope for 
this project

54 Splitting and combining 
activities

1.5 Activities can be combined by grouping them or by 
making them into sub-processes, but permanently 
combining activities or organisational units cannot be 
done. That was seen as one of the least important im
provements to editing, and was therefore left out.

55 Comparisons between “as
is” and “to-be” processes

1.5 Different versions of the process - the current “as-is” 
and the objective “to-be” - can be compared by posi-
tioning two application windows side by side. How
ever, a better design is probably needed, but the 
author could not come up with any.

Ways to validate designs further include heuristic evaluation and user 
testing (Nielsen 1993). Heuristic evaluation is a relatively cheap 
method of validation, as long as competent experts are available. User 
testing requires creating paper prototypes or even software prototypes, 
and then usability testing them. User testing, in general, is a heavier 
procedure than heuristic evaluation, but produces results that are more 
accurate, if the method is used properly and real users are tested. 
Pertilä (2000) has written a concise praiseworthy summary of different 
usability testing techniques described in the literature.

Prototyping
With some designs, prototyping should be done before final implemen
tation. Quick, throwaway prototypes should be programmed for the in
sert mode, which is also related to modelling, visualising and editing 
time (presented in chapters 4.3 and 6.5). The insert mode is the biggest 
proposed change to the current system, at least implementation-wise, 
and the designs are not very polished yet. Because the insert mode 
greatly changes the dynamics of editing, some problems may be found 
out only by testing a working prototype.
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Another candidate for prototyping is the mode for smoothly scrolling 
and zooming the process chart, presented in chapter 5.3. This is also a 
relatively new design, whose utility should be first user tested with the 
help of a prototype.

Prioritising designs
Not all the proposed designs in this thesis are equally important. For 
example, providing the user with an overview of the model by showing 
a miniature map and a process hierarchy is much more important than 
making the notes appear within the process step with their text visible.

Therefore, the designs need to be prioritised. According to the author’s 
assessment, the most important designs presented here are the follow
ing, in this order:

1) Insert mode and modelling time in the process chart (chapters 4.3 
and 6.5)

2) Improving overview and navigation (chapters 5.1 — 5.4)

3) Handling of the documents (chapters 4.1 and 6.1.3)

Implementing the designs
After validation of the user interface designs, obvious future work is 
implementing them. As of now, most of the designs only exist on paper. 
The designs implemented in each phase should also form meaningful 
and sensible sets of improvements, which support one another.

To determine the order in which to implement new designs, the impor
tance of each improvement should be compared with the estimated 
amount of work required for implementation. Based on such compari
sons, the two most important design solutions for the second list item 
above (improving overview and navigation), namely miniature map and 
process hierarchy tree, have already been implemented in ProcessGuide 
5.0.

User interface is about attending to detail, in addition to the overall in
teraction design - the big picture (Tognazzini, 1993). Poor implementa
tion of the details can easily ruin an interface, even if the overall design 
is all right. The designs presented here do not cover all the aspects to a 
level of detail that is required for coding the designs. That, however, 
was not purpose of this thesis, but rather, to create good initial designs, 
which can later be polished.
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9 Conclusions
The result of this thesis is a new design for the user interface of Proc- 
essGuide, a software tool for business process modelling. The user inter
face designs have been presented as pictures, combined with textual 
arguments and explanations, and are now open to scrutiny.

The usability of the new designs over the existing user interface is laid 
on using goal-based user interface design, and on using documented 
and vahdated designs found in hterature. The goal-based design 
method addresses both the utility and the usability of a product. In 
goal-based user interface design, users’ goals are first uncovered and 
prioritised. Then, the most important goals are supported in the user 
interface in such a way that they are easy and straightforward to 
achieve. In this project, three methods were used to discover the goals: 
user observations, interviews and simulation games, of which user ob
servations were perceived as the most useful one in this project.

Central principles in designing the user interface were the visibility 
and visualisation of both the process data and the commands for ma
nipulating the data. Direct manipulation shows operations together 
with the data, hence placing the commands in context, unhke dialog 
boxes, toolbars and menus. Direct manipulation was widely used in the 
new interface design, for example, to replace modal and cascading dia
log boxes. The author predicts that in the future, menus and toolbars 
will merge into one command vector, as they currently exhibit high re
dundancy.

Following the work done to discover users’ goals, the new solutions 
were designed mainly for users who work in knowledge-intensive proc
esses. In knowledge-intensive processes, documents are important for 
communication and creating process understanding. Therefore, process 
documents were visualised directly on the process chart, and their use 
was made easier and more straightforward. In addition to visualisation, 
comprehending the whole process was improved by showing the process 
hierarchy and an overview of the process chart. Other important proc
ess data, such as notes and resources, were also shown directly on the 
process chart. The processing times of process steps were represented 
by the widths of the steps. The critical path, an important concept for 
improving processes, was displayed, as well.

The modelling power of ProcessGuide was increased by designing a dy
namic insert mode that considerably helps editing the process models. 
The insert mode is based on modelling causal relationships and 
chronological order in process charts. Together with a solution to in
clude the time dimension in the chart, great improvements were pro
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vided for shortening the time-to-market or lead-time of processes, which 
is a most common goal of process improvement.

The new designs were demonstrated and contrasted with the old de
signs by simulating both of them with a goal-based scenario that imi
tates typical use. In addition, the designs were tested with all the un
covered goals. Out of all the goals with a priority over 1.0 (on a 0 to 3 
scale), four (out of 56) did not pass the goal-based walkthrough. The in
tended solutions to these goals were either out of the scope for this work 
(e.g. putting process models onto web), or were too large and demanding 
for this project (e.g. solving the Save problem). Two more goals passed 
the test poorly, so the support for them should be further improved. 
Above all, the goal-based walkthrough showed that the new designs 
support most of the users’ goals in a more straightforward manner than 
the old user interface.

I believe that in the future, user interface design will be an increasingly 
more important part of designing products. As masses of people use 
software and information apphances, learning and using them must be
come easier. Software must support the users’ most important goals in 
an uncomplicated and direct way. Instead of technology, user experi
ence and high usability will be the determining factors in distinguish
ing the winners of software competition in the beginning decade.
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Appendix A: Prioritised Goal List
Legend 3 Very important

2 Important
1 Important to some extent

Empty or 0 Not important

Description of the goal

10

A central goal of a process modeller is to present the process in such a wav that it can be easily understood 
Understanding the process is important for everyone in the process, so that they work towards to common goal, not 
against it. There are many different aspects of the process model, which need to be understood it depends on the 
context, vrfiat kind of data about the process is important It may be interfaces between departments the lead-time of 
the process, the through-put rate of a manufacturing process, the composition of the process into phases the teams 
carrying out tasks, the resources available, costs associated with tasks, phases or products, critical ctecision-making 
points, decision entena in Ihe process, understanding the customers of the process, the relationships betvreer 
different activities et cetera. Goals 2-25 are associated wth understanding the process

Many problems in processes are typicaly located in the interfaces between different processes or between 
departments The problems may include lack of responsibility for some actions different views on vViat 
information the others need or just plan ignorance of other people's work Therefore, the users of a software 
process model want to examine the Interfaces between, tor example, the development team the testing team 
and the product planning team, which all participate in the process

Process models are used to communicate the big picture of the business operations to the personnel The 
communication may take place in different forms: e g in a seminar during a training day. by distnbuting 
process desenptions. by organising simulation games

Train new employees to do their work and to make them see how t relates to the whole process.

Analysing the process visually, m contrast to computational, logical or mathematical analysis Visual 
analysis is relies on the enormous capacity of human visual information processing. The brain is available for 
visual analysis without the need to do detailed and complicated manual data processing for computational, 
logical or mathematical analysis

Stating the purpose of an activity or a phase, espedaly if it is not obvious so that the user of the model can 
better understand the process The purpose of such an activity may not be obvious because it affects the 
work of some completely different people in another department, and the user herself does not knew and is not 
involved with them di-rectly
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The user wants the process models to be clear and concise.

A person with training In clinical studies is going to start working on the clinical studies for the development of 
a particular new drug. She needs to understand what her work is and now it fits in with the whole development 
process Therefore, she wants to find the activities relating to dinical studies from a large process model that 
shows the entire development process of a new drog

A software process is be earned out by a small number of people, who play different roles dunng the process 
a requirement analyser, a documenter, an architecture designer a coder, a test planner a tester a usability 
tester, a reviewer, and so on To see that nobody gets too many roles at the same time, the process modeler 
wants to show th# roles n the process chart where they can be visually analysed

Walking through the process in a social simulation game or in a training session, to improve the process 
understanding of the participants Interesting information related to the process are typicaly who does whet, 
how and when, and with what resources

Creating a visual representation cf a previously undocumented process in order to create a common 
understanding of the process.
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Profile Priorities and Profile Names
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12 Defining entry end exit criteria for a sub-process, an activity or a phase 2 1 i 1 1.3

13 Defining responsibilities. Which people are responsible for reviewing a test plan'? 2 1 1 1 1.3

14
A process modeller wants to show iteration in the model of a software process Several pieces of work, such 
as use case definition, analysis and design are done iteratively 2 i 1 1.1

15 Tracking the fate of a document or a component in the process 1 1 2 1 1.1

16
Track a document in a process chart to see where it ends up Understanding this affects the way the 
document is prepared

1 2 1 1.0
■

17
The user wants to figure out what it means to the rest of the software process, if the documertabon sub- 
process la late Wil it delay the shipping date of the product? The user also wants to know if the imminent 
delay could be avoided by changing the structure of the process?

2
U

1.0

18

The user wants to dearly mark all the steps in the process that cnbcaly affect its outcome in the case of a new 
drug development process. These steps would include all the tasks that critically affect the chances of getting 
an approval for a drug from the authorities Mere attention is then pad to these steps when the project for a 
particular drug is planned and managed

1 1 2 1.0

19 The modeller of a software process wants to define what haa to be said in a test plan 1 2 . 1.0

20
The user wants to include in the process model an explanation of how to manage the process, so that the 
process can be managed

1 1
■

I 2 0.9

21

The management of a manufaebunng plant is considenng introducing a new information storage and retrieval 
system into a factory There exists a process model of the current manufacturing process. Out the flows in the 
model oo not indicate, whether they transport ohysicai materials or just pure Information, which could be 
automated with the new system Therefore the process modelling team vul start to work on the existing model 
to find out and show which flows are purely information flows These flows then need to be evaluated to see 
how much benefit the new information system could bnng about

1 2 2 0.9

22
In a company of 3000 employees, the top management wants to see a simpified top-level representation of 
the company's business processes, in order to better understand the processes and to be able to make 
strategic decisions about them

i 2 0.6

23
The process modeler wants to know if some teams in a product development process are either over-worked 
or under-utilised, so that she can address this problem Therefore, she wants to show the teams carrying out 
different activities on the process chart

1 1 0.5

24
The user wants to include the estimated cost of each activity in a process, so that the costs can be analysed 
in their context

1 1 2 0.5
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28

29
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31

32

33

34

35

36

37
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Description of the goal

A software process owner warts to complement the visual representation of the activities in a process with a 
textual document that describes in more detail the activities, resources and rationale behind the process 
She feels that the visual representation alone is not enough to document her process

A common goal for modeling business processes is to Improve the process Process improvement may nave 
different objectives reducing costs, increasing profits (e g. by better understanding where value is added), cutting 
down the lead-time, releasing resources consumed by the process having the process create products with a better 
quality, et cetera Concrete methods with which the process can be improved are explained in goals 27-31

The process development team wants to Improve the lead-time of the process, in order to create savings or 
bnng products to the market faster than competitors Therefore, they need to figure out the critical path of the
process

Compare two suggestions for a new procese structure to decide which one to mplement. Companson 
entena may be process complexity, process lead-time, reliability, inderstandability, and manageability

Finding patterns anomalies, and new Ideas for Improvement by comparing and examining process 
measures

Measure the process in order to improve it Measure time cost and duality ‘actors

An ntemai consumant, that is rosponsibie for developing the business, uses different tools to Improve the 
operations business process modeling, balanced scorecards, competence management (personnel training 
and learning), activity-based costing (for a mature process), introduction of new information systems, et 
cetera Different tools ere needed to address different problems, which however, are usually strongly inter
connected

Define milestones for a product development process where milestones are more important process model elements 
than the actual activities A milestone defines what must be accomplished before carrying on Typically these are 
different kinds of specifications and documents

A process model l$ created oy a team that is composed of people from different departments The people talk 
through the process and try to form a common picture of it. They change the places of activities, roñarme them and 
change the granulanty of their desenptien Typically, they use post-lt notes that are attacned to large paper sheets 
on the wal. Afterwards, the team secretary or a core group of the team has to draw a finished version of the process 
sc that it can be stored and used later

The process owner wants to ensure that the process can provide quick and prompt delivery of promised products or 
services Therefore she wants to examine the process from the point of view of a customer - in the end, the customer 
is the one paying for everything

Communicating the processes of a company, by making process documentation available to interest parties 
outside a company such as vendors and clients. Vendors and clients of a process are interested in the process 
documentation because they are often Involved In the same inter-coroorate process which ultimately produces goods 
for consumers. By having access to the process information, vendors and clients may be able to adjust their own 
processes, or give the company proposals on how to improve the orocess to create oenefits for an the parties involved

Presenting a large process model to an audience (in practise printing the model onto a large sheet) (Large print)

The process owner wants to use the process model as an Index to existing guidelines work procedure 
documentation example artefacts and document templates, instead of using some merarchical document repository 
vtfiich is difficult to use and requires a lot of work on part of the user By including the documents in the model, they 
can be shown in relation to the work in which they are used - in a better context

I Profile Priorities end Profile Neme«

Total
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50
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Description of the goal

The user «vents to make notes about a process model, e g to write a reminder or an explanatory note for herself

The user's goal is usually not to spend time on positioning process step boxes accurately on the screen

Inserting parts of the process model into a PowerPoint presentation

The user wants to use her old software process model же a basis for creating a new improved process that can 
show the critical path and that can be used to plan concrete software project

The process owner needs to give time estimates to the customer of the process, for which purpose he must be able 
to figure out the Isad-tims of the process

Creating more profit for the company in order get larger bonuses or stock option profits

The user wants keep a milestone copy of her process model before making large expen mental changes to it She 
also benefits from milestone copies when she needs to present the re suts of her work, compare them to the old model, 
and show how the development progressed

The user «vants to take a process chart for a process, which is modeled to last approximately 3 months, to use It as a
basis for creating a larger and longer-lasting process, which lasts 6 months.

The user wants to specify the approximate total length of activities that form the integration testing phase, but does 
not want to be too explicit about the lengths of the indwidual tasks, since that would nestnct the testers too much

A process development teem wants to gather Information on an existing process that has not yet been documented, 
with the intention to make the process more efficient The team interviews several people vtfto participate in the 
process and who are asked to supply any existing matenal or documentation that can help in creating the model

Study process documentation (that includes sub-processes) in a tram or on an aeroplane, to learn the process and to 
find ways to improve it. Sometimes the study may be focused on a particular phase of the process vtfiich is currently 
being worked on A laptop is not always available (Hand-outs A4)

A process model that shows the manufacturing process in a big factory has become very large and delated The head 
of production, who is developing the process, wants to clear up the model by abstracting activities that are related to 
purchasing into a purchasing sub-process.

Grouping process steps according to some entena, such as all the tasks that require a particular expensive 
machine If it turns out that many different workers would need to use the machine at the same time, the process can 
be restructered to clear this bottle-neck
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# Description of the goal

The people working in the process use the process documentation as a reference material when doing some less 
51 frequently occunng activities Especially new workers often need to refer to guidelines that are explained in the 

process documentation

Creating an improved version of a process ("to-be* process) from the basis of the current, ‘as-is* process Done by 
52 a team. Input for improvements can be gathered e g. by a suggestion box, by arranging a social simulation game, or 

by ntervi swing people working in the process

The user has an earlier process model, which has been tailored for a software process that lasts for one year The 
user now wants to customise the process model for the needs of a new software project. In the new project, the 

c« process steps forming the requirements analysis phase are given more time than previously since short-comings in 
° analysing requirements and gathenng users goals were identified to be the main reason for unsatisfactory results The 

user wants to see the result of prolonging the requirements analysis phase in the chart, so that she can then try to 
balance the increase in lead-time by cutting down the time of the validation phase

I Because it is difficult to determine what is the appropriate 'grain-size* when starting to model the user may want to 
54 combine organisational units together or split them The same applies to activities, which may need to be combined, 

J split or grouped

A process owner wants to form a clear picture of his process, new product development In addition to this •‘as-is" 
process model he also wants to develop a goal for his process and create a •to-be" model i e a model that shows 

55 what the process should look like in one year s time. As months pass by the process ovwier introduces changes to the 
actual process, so that is gets closer to the "to-be* model Compensons between the *as-is" and ’to-be" model are 
made Also, the goal may change so both the * as-is* model and the 'tobe* model are updated over time

Users want to go ahead and start working on concrete process models Immediately without first meta-modeMing 
or studying software documentation They are motivated to get started and to get their immediate task done, and dont 
care about the system as such and dont want to spend time on getting established This called The Paradox of the 
Active User (Carroll and Rosson, 1987) because users would sometimes save time in the long term by taking some 
initial time to optimise the system and learn more about it However, that is not how people behave in the real world so 
the system must be designed for the way users actually be-have

57
The user wants to print a process onto a paper so that there is one sheet per a phase of the process That way, it 
easier to browse through the process on paper

58
Document work in a process model, in order to include it in quality documentation. required by a quality system 
such as ISO 9000

ijgiA person working in a software project, which follows the general software process of the company, wants to quickly 
find out how she should document the use cases

60
¡Grouping together different nformabor flows to see. where program code and configuration files are flowing in a 
: software process

¡Examining a part of a large process model that is of special interest, and get a copy of it on paper E g. In the process 

61 of new drug development, a clinical researcher is most interested in the clinical process and Its interfaces to nearby 
processes (Print part of the model)

Ia project leader uses a process model (created by the process owner or a process development team) as a starting 
62 point for creating a plan for a software project A central part of the project plan is the schedule and resources 

Microsoft Project is used to create the project plan

After a unification of company terminology, the user wants to change the names of some sup-processes and 
JI activities 2 2
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94

65

66

67

68

69

70

Description of the goal

Several changes to a process model have been made dunng a simulation game session a new review session was 
added, another was removed, and some dependencies between parallel sub-processes were removed by reordenng 
activities However, overal. these changes are deemed not yet appropriate so an earlier version of the model must 
oe restored for the next day's session However the changed model contains some interesting ideas, so the model
should not be entirely discarded

Create a process model in order to use it as basis for activity-based costing (ABC) ABC assigns costs to different 
activities realistically, so that truly profitable operations can be identified and non-value-adding phases can be removed 
or reorganised

We want to get an information system to support our existing business process and decide to order It from a vendor 
We must include a model of the business process in the Invitation of bids, vrfiich is sent to different software
producers

A project leader tracks the actual use of time and resources in a project, and compares them to the project plan

A supenor in a factory warts to teach a newly designed and detailed task sequence to a floor-level worker alter a 
new production mechanism with new automated tools has oeen introduced

Find optimal ways of Investing money into the process. This can be done by simulating a production process 
numerically. Numen cal simulation is required, because it tends to be cheaper than actually making expensive 
changes to the real process Different simulation scenarios would be e g. testing different process configurations or 
introduction of more resources

A team developing a new information system must communicate to the client, how the proposed system changes 
existing work, in order to get an approval and to start building the software
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